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Chapter 1 

Abbreviations 
 

Sr.No

. 

Abbreviation Name 

1.  ASS Ammeter Selector Switch 

2.  ABR (Latch 
type) 

VCB (Air Blast Circuit)  Relay 

3.  ARR (Hold 
type) 

VCB (Air Blast Circuit)  Reset Relay  

4.  ABG VCB (Air Blast Circuit) Governor 

5.  ASR Auxiliary supply rectifier 

6.  AF-1 & AF-2 Auxiliary fuse of Aux.Ckt.-1 

7.  AF-3 & AF-4 Main fuse of Aux.Ckt.-2 

8.  BIS Battery Isolation switch 

9.  BIR Buchholz Indication Relay  

10.  BUD Buchholz Device 

11.  BIF Battery Fuse 

12.  BCC 1&2 Battery Changing Contactors 

13.  CF Control Fuse 

14.  CBR Current Balancing Relay 

15.  CBAR  Current Balancing Auxiliary Relay 

16.  CLR Current Limiting Relay 

17.  CC-1 Main Compressor Contactor 

18.  CC-2 Auxiliary Compressor Contactor 

19.  CCB Control Circuit Breaker 

20.  CR Compressor Relay 

21.  CG-1 Main Compressor Governor 

22.  CG-2 Auxiliary Compressor Governor 

23.  C Cos Control Change Over Switch 

24.  DL Dropping Reactor 

25.  DBV Driver Brake Valve 

26.  DMH Dead Man Handle 

27.  EFRP Earth Fault Relay for Power Circuit 

28.  EFRA-II Earth Fault Relay for Aux.Ckt-2 

29.  EAC Earthing Contactor 

30.  EAS  Earthing Switch 

31.  ELR Emergency Lighting Relay 

32.  FN2 50% Lights Off Relay 

33.  GS-1 CCG Control circuit Governor bypass switch 

34.  GS-2 LPG (Equipment Governor bypass switch) 

35.  GS-3 (CMG) Main Compressor Governor by-pass 
switch 
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36.  GS-4 Aux. Compressor Governor by-pass switch 

37.  HEFRA-2 Isolating Switch for EFRA-II 

38.  HEFRP Knife switch for isolating EFRP 

39.  K-1 Reversing Switch for TM-1&2 

40.  K-2 Reversing Switch for TM-3&4 

41.  KF-1 & KF-2 Radiator Fan – 1 & 2 

42.  LA Surge Diverter/Arrestor 

43.  LTR Low Tension Proving Relay 

44.  M-1 to M-4 Motor Contactor 1 to 4 

45.  SBC Starting Battery Charger 

46.  BCFR Battery Charger Failure 

47.  MCS-1 Motor Cut-out switch for TM 1&2 

48.  MCS-2 Motor Cut-out switch for TM 3&4 

49.  MSTWL Motor Trip Switch(White Light) 

50.  MC  Master Controller 

51.  NR 1&2  Notch Relay 1&2 

52.  NVR No Voltage Relay 

53.  OL-1 to OL-4 Over Load Relay for TM-1 to TM-4 

54.  OL-5 Rectifier Over Load Protection Relay 

55.  OL-6 Transformer Over Load Protection Relay 

56.  OLP Over Load Primary Relay Main Transformer 

57.  OP Oil Pump 

58.  RF Rectifier Fan Motor 

59.  RFR Rectifier Fan Proving Relay 

60.  RFAR Rectifier Fan auxiliary Proving Relay 

61.  RBFR I & II Rectifier Bridge Failure Relays 

62.  SL  Smoothing Relay 

63.  SR Starting Relay 

64.  T-1 to T-9 Tap Changing Contactors 

65.  TL Tap Changing Reactor 

66.  TSS Test Sequence Switch 

67.  TT Transformer Thermostat 

68.  TTR Transformer Thermostat Relay 

69.  VRG Voltage Regulator 

70.  W-1 to W-2 Winding Group Switch Contactor 

71.  WGR Winding Group Relay 

72.  OVR Over Volt Relay 

73.  VCB Vacuum Circuit Breaker 

74.  PFD Permanent Field Device / Diverter 

75.  PRV Pressure Release Valve 
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1.1 AC EMU General Description 
 

The coaches of EMU are classified as follows 

A coach 

1. This is trailer coach consisting of 1st class and 2nd class which has a total 

of 76 sets. 

2. In this 76 seat, Initially 26 seats are used in first class and 50 seats in 

second class category for women. 

3. Now all this 76 seats are utilized in second class category. 

B Coach 

1. B coach comprise of second class 76 seats as well as the other portion is 

utilized for electrical equipment’s of EMU. 

2. The B coach of AC EMU comprises of Traction motors whereas the other 

coaches are without Traction motors. 

C Coach 

C coach is for keeping the belongings and consists of 50 sitting seats for 

vendors. 

Weight of EMU 

Motor coach Normal Filled Compactly filled 

56.52 T 63.77T 71.2T 73.27 T 

 

Trailer Coach 

Motor coach Normal Filled Compactly filled 

31.4T 38.2T 48.64T 52.27 T 

 

Maximum speed of EMU - 96 km/hr. 

Traction Motor Horsepower=224 HP (One motor coach consists of 4 Traction 

Motors) 

Traction Motor RPM=1150. 

Gear Ratio=20:91(ICF), Retro AC EMU =16:69 

Acceleration=2.7 m/sec2. 

With Normal weight and completely filled 

Initial T.E =5700 kg Continuous=4800kg. 

Length of EMU Motor coach=68 Feet (20726mm). 

Length of EMU Trailer coach=68 Feet (20726mm). 

Maximum Axle Load of EMU Motor coach=18.40T. 

Maximum Axle Load of EMU Trailer coach=18.40T. 

Full Notch=22 

Shunt Notch=2 

Half Notch=10+2=12 notches 
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Total weight of 4 Motor coach=477.28 T 

Total length of 4 Motor coach=272 Feet 

Rectifier 

1. In Emu a silicon rectifier is used for rectification purpose it comprise of 48 

diodes 

2. Each rectifier comprise of 8 cell 

3. Continuous rating is 2460 Amps and continuous current is 340 Amps 

4. Secondary winding is of 700V/350 Amp A.C. 

5. Auxiliary winding No.2 is of 141 V AC. 

6. Auxiliary winding No.1 is of 266 V AC. 

7. Ac input 860V; 460 Amps. 

8. DC Output535 V; 2460 Amps. 

9. Continuous Maximum temperature=65oC. 

10. Total bridges=6nos. 

11. Number of Diodes in one bridge=8 

12. Current Capacity=280 Amp 

Battery 

1. Lead Acid battery is used in AC EMU. 

2. It consists of 52 cell. 

3. Rating of battery is 90 A/Hr. 

Main Transformer Primary=2500V AC 

Main Transformer Secondary=782 V AC 

Total Capacity of Oil in Transformer Tank=1314 liters. 

Oil in Transformer tank=574 kg 

Total weight=2880 kg 

Manufactured by BHEL. 

 
Formation of Rake :-  

 

Same as of AC / DC retrofit Rakes.  In ICF rakes, the Motor coach is 

leading coach (DTC).   
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Chapter 2 

Location of equipments 

 
Position of equipments : 

Cab equipments:- 

1. VCB trip light 

2. Brake supply ON 

3. Brake application (ON) 

4. Auxiliary rectifier 

5. Motor trip switch (MSTW) 

6. Rectifier fuse blown light 

7. Battery charger failure light 

8. Guard fuse light 

9. Guard supply 

10. ACP light 

11. Unit fault light 

12. BIVS key 

13. Dead man handle 

14. Brake control handle 

15. Guard brake handle 

16. Alarm bell 

17. Horn, WL 

18. Flasher light switch 

19. Guard tail lamp switch 

20. Cab normal light, Emergency light switch 

21. Fan switch 

22. Speedo meter, BC gauge, MR gauge, BP gauge, Guard gauge. 

BL box switches 

1. Panto raising 

2. Panto Lowering 

3. VCB close 

4. VCB open 

5. Main compressor start 

6. Main compressor trip 

7. Motor overload reset 

8. Control switch 

9. EP supply ON 

10. SPARE 

11. SPARE 
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12. SPARE 

13. SPARE 

14. SPARE 

15. SPARE 

16. SPARE 

MCB’s on Driver Desk 

1. SPARE 

2. SPARE 

3. Panto VCB (15A, DC) 

4. Master control (15A, DC) 

5. Flasher light (5A, DC) 

6. Guard supply (5A, DC) 

7. EP Brake (5A, DC) 

8. Main compressor (5A, DC) 

9. Fault indication (5A, DC) 

10. Light control (5A, DC) 

11. Fan control (5A, DC) 

12. Bell push (5A, DC) 

13. Alarm Bell (5A, DC) 

14. SPARE 

15. L.F 

16. Head code normal light (2.5 A) 

17. Head light (10 A MCB) 

18. Head light stabilizer 

 

MCB’s and Fuses behind driver desk 

1. Aux-1 main 50 A, 266 A 

2. Spare 50 A 

3. Battery charger input 32 A 

4. O.P & Reset motor 32 A 

5. Spare 32 A 

6. RAD/Motor 1& 2 return 15 A 

7. Battery input 35 A 

8. SPARE 35 A 

9. Reset motor phase 10 A 

10. Radiator fan motor phase 5A 

11. Radiator/Motor phase 5A 

 

SECOND LINE 

1. Spare 

2. Fans –ve 62 A 
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3. N/L  Neutral 63 A 

4. Fans phase 35 A 

5. Fans 11 phase 3A 

 

THIRD LINE 110 Volt 

1. Control 32 amp 

2. DC main negative 63 A 

3. DC main positive 63 A 

4. Main compressor 160 A 

5. Spare 160 A 

141 Volt AC 

1. NL input 

2. Stable 15 A 

3. NL-1 10 A 

4. NL-2 10 A 

5. SPARE 10 A 

6. FANS-I 10 A 

7. FANS-II 10 A 

8. EM HC, HL, TL Relay 2.5 A 

9. EM L relay-I 2.5 A 

10. EM L Relay II 2.5 A 

11. EM L RELAY III 2.5 A 

LINE NO.4 110 VOLT DC 

1. Auxiliary comp –ve 10 A 

2. SPARE 10 A 

3. EM light 10 A 

4. Cab EM light 10 A 

5. Spare 10 A 

6. Aux comp positive 15 A 

7. ABB fault 5A 

8. HLS 5A 

9. Emg light –I 2.5 A 

10. EMG LIGHT-II 2.5 a 

11. Main control 2.5 A 

12. LT relay 2.5 A 

13. Aux comp control 2.5 A 

14. Comp synchro 2.5 A 

15. Spare 2.5 A 

16. Light catch 2.5 A 

17. Light trip 2.5 A 

18. Spare 2.5 A 
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19. Fan latch 2.5 A 

20. Fan trip 2.5 A 

 

Behind Motorman seat first line 

Sr 

No 

First line Sr 

No. 

Second line 

1 RFAR 6 ARR 

2 TTR 7 DVR 

3 CBAR 8 SR 

4 BIR 9 LTR 

5 ABR 10 CR 

 

Third line 

1. EML/Relay-I 

2. EML/Relay-II 

3. EM HC/HL/TL Relay 

4. Other overload reset 

5. OL1 TO OL6 

6. OLP  

7. EFRP  

8. HEFRA-II  

9. HEFRA-II 

10. HOBA 

11. HBA 

12. TSS 

13. Stablizer 

14. CC1 

15. CC2 

16. Light fan contactor 

17. HEFRP 

18. GS-1 TO GS-4 

 

Roof equipment 

1. Panto 

2. Roof bar 

3. VCB 

4. EAS (main Earthing switch) 

5. Lightning arrestor (LA) 

Under frame equipment 

1. Mina transformer 

2. Tap changer 
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3. Rectifier Box (4) 

4. ASL (Additional smoothening reactor) 

5. Safety Relay (OLP, OL5, OL-1 TO OL-4) 

6. Oil pump OVR, CRL AND CLR2 

7. Rectifier motor 

8. Radiator fan motor 

9. Battery 

10. Main compressor 

11. DMH cock no.3 (Near wheel no.1) 

12. Main reservoir and its drain cock 

13. Enter cooler, After cooler and its drain cock 

14. Horn reservoir and its cock 

 

HT room equipment 

 

1. Auxiliary compressor Governor 

2. Auxiliary compressor 

3. ABG governor 

4. Equipment Governor 

5. Control Governor 

6. Rectifier fan 

7. Conservator water tank, Main bushing (Point of venting gas) 

8. Transformer oil gauge 

9. Panto reservoir and its gauge 

10. Control reservoir gauge 

11. VCB reservoir 

12. MR pressure gauge 

13. Panto raising coil (Magnet valve) 

14. Earth lightning switch (Manually) inner position of VCB and VCB. 
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Switches in DTC 

 
 

 
 

High tension compartment 
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2.1 Contents of Jumpers (ICF & Retro) 

 

Sr 

No. 

Jumper contents (ICF) Sr 

No. 

Jumper contents(Retro) 

 A jumper  A jumper 

1 Panto UP Down 1 PFD fuse blown indication 

2 VCB trip/set 2 Light ON& OFF 

3 Compressor trip/set 3 OHE indication 

4 EP brake indication 4 Alarm chain 

 B jumper 5 SB-1 

1 Forward/reverse 6 Guard 1&2 

2 Shunt/half power/full power 7 Battery charging trip 

3 SB-II  B jumper 

4 Parking brake application  

 & Control C/over 
1 Panto UP/DN  

 C jumper 2 VCB set/ Trip 

1 VCB open indication 3 Comp set/trip 

2 Rectifier fuse indication 4 Main compressor synchronizing 

3 Traction motor overload indication 5 Auxiliary rectifier fuse blown 
indication 

4 Parking brake application indication 6 EP brake 

5 SB-I 7 Control Change over feed 

6 Control C/over 8 Audio visual 

 D jumper  C jumper 

1 Normal light/fan 1 Shunt, Half power, full power 

2 Guard supply  2 Reverse/ Forward 

3 50% light 3 C jumper continuity 

 E jumper 4 Fan ON/OFF 

1 PA system 5 VCB open indication 

2 Parking brake release indication. 6 Traction motor over load trip 
indication 

   D jumper 

  1 Normal light 1&2 

  2 Battery Positive for AWS 

  3 Normal head and tail light 

  4 Emg. head light and tail light 

   E jumper 

  1 PAS 

  2 MC1, MC2, MC3, MC4 trip indication 
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Chapter 3 

BL Bound Switches 

 
BL Bound switches (ICF Rake) 

 

Initially the upper row of BL box is locked. Whenever BL key is inserted and 

operated to “ON” position, then these switches get unlocked, and are ready for 

operational purpose. 

1. Panto Up:-Panto Up switch is to be operated for 6 seconds to energize Panto 

Up magnet valves for raising pantographs. 

2. Panto Down: - Panto Down switch is to be operated for 6 second to de-

energize Panto down magnet valves to lower the Pantos. 

3. VCB set: - This switch is operated to set the VCB after raising the Panto 

(initial to start the baby compressor). 

4. VCB Trip: - This switch is operated to trip the VCB. It is also done before 

entering the HT compartment. This switch is to be operated while negotiating 

Neutral section. 

5. Compressor set switch: - This switch is operated to start all compressors 

after closing VCB. 

6. Compressor trip switch: - This switch is operated to stop all the 

compressors. 
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7. TM O/L Reset:-This switch is operated to set TM OL1 to 4, OL-5, OL-6, OLP 

and EFRP. 

8. Control switch: - This switch has two positions.  When it is in OFF position, 

it gives supply to T/M O/L reset switch. When it is on “ON” position its 

supply goes to Master Controller provided ICS is fully open. 

9. EP SW:-When EP MCB is set, EP toggle switch is in ON position and ICS is 

fully open then EP indication light will glow and 110V supply goes to Brake 

controller. 

10. Lamp Test Button: - This switch is to be operated to ON for testing the 

working of all indication lamps on the panel. 

11. Parking Brake apply: - This switch is to be operated for applying parking 

brake.  (Spring loaded switch). 

12. Parking brake release: - This switch is to be operated for releasing the 

parking brakes (spring loaded switch). 

13. Individual Panto selector switch :- KE,KM,BM,BE. 

These are four Panto selector switches, which are to be operated by Motorman 

when the rake held up in Neutral Section. 

If it is in OFF position then respective Panto will go up by Panto Up switch. 

 
Push Button Switches in D/cab for Retro rake 

 

 

VCB 

SET 

VCB 

TRIP 

COMP 

SET 

COMP 

TRIP 

 

COMP 

O/L 

O/LRE

SET 

Panto 

UP 

Panto 

DN 
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Chapter 4 

Safety Relay 
 
Safety relay  

In A.C. EMU, following relays are provided. In ICF rakes, these relays are in 

D/cab where as in Retro rakes relays are provided in relay cupboard in Motor 

coach. 

 

 
 

1. RFAR-Rectifier fan auxiliary relay 

This relay is provided in relay panel.   it has two positions. 

1) Set position 

2) Trip position  

 

The rectifier fan works when the VCB is closed..  This relay will energize when 

the rectifier fans is started and there is sufficient air supply is available to cool 

the rectifier.  The relay shows the position SET.  Due to any reason if the 

rectifier fan stops working, this relay will trip and traction failure occurs.   

 

Indication:- 

 

If RFAR relay trips, then its interlock on traction control circuit is opened.   

When M/man takes a notch, MST indication & that particular Motor coach trip 

indication will glow in cab and Unit fault light will illuminate in Motor coach. 
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Action:- 

 

Go to HTC compartment and ensure that fan is working.  If the fan is not 

working, then check the RF fuse.  If it is found blown, operate HOBA to OFF 

position and replace the fuse.  If fuse is found OK, ensure that the MCB is in 

set condition.  If MCB is found to be tripped, open the VCB, set the MCB and 

close VCB.  If MCB is in set position and relay RFAR is in tripped condition, 

work the train by wedging RFAR relay in set condition. 

 

Precaution: - 

After wedging the RFAR relay, Motorman will regularly monitor that rectifier 

fan is working.  

 

2) TTR (Transformer Thermostatic Relay):- 

 

This relay is provided in relay panel. 

It has two positions.  

1) Set position  

2) Trip position 

Whenever due to any reason, the transformer oil temperature exceeds beyond 

75 degree centigrade, this relay will energize and thereby traction failure 

occurs. 

 

Indication:- 

1. MST indication & that particular motor coach trip indication will glow on 

indication panel on taking the notch.  

2. Unit fault light will illuminate in Motor coach. 

3. Ammeter may not read. 

 

Action:- 

1. In fuse panel, ensure that oil pump, radiator fan (KF1,KF2) fuse (1/4 32 

Amp) are intact. 

2. If any one of the above fuse is found blown, then put HOBA switch on 

fault position and then replace the fuse. 

3. If fuse is found OK, then check the MCB.  If any one of the MCB is in 

tripped condition then open the VCB and reset the MCB.  Close the VCB 

and take traction. 

4. If oil pump and radiator fans are in working condition, the temperature 

will reduce by itself.  Wait for 20 minutes meanwhile work the train with 

remaining motor coaches.  Once the oil temperature is cooled down 

automatically, that particular Motor coach will come on power. 
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NOTE 

Relay TTR should not be wedged in any condition.  Do not stop the train 

if other motor coaches are available and sufficient since the failed motor 

coach will come in traction automatically when the oil temp is down by 

itself. 

 

CBR (Current balance relay): 

 

Current balance relay is provided in relay panel.  It has one auxiliary relay 

which has two coils, coil A and coil B.  

Coil A: - Whenever any one diode punctures in rectifier block, coil A will 

energize and rectifier fuse blown indication glows in D/Cab. 

Action:- 

If rectifier fuse blown indication occurs in the cab, motorman will write this 

remark in defect book.  Work the train normally. 

Coil B: - When more than one diode punctured in rectifier block, this coil 

will energize and causes traction failure. 

 

Indication:- 

1. Rectifier fuse blown indication will glow.  

2. MST indication will glow along with that particular unit trip indication on 

taking a notch. 

3. Ammeter may not read. 

4. Motor coach unit fault indication will glow. 

 

Action:- 

When the above mentioned indications are seen, isolate the traction motors 

any one set by operating MCS1 or MCS2.  

Do not reset this relay but inform LPC.  Work the train ahead. 

 

NOTE:- 

CBAR relay should not be wedged. 

 

BIR (Buchholz Indication relay) 

 

This relay is provided in relay panel. 

It has two positions, set and trip.  

 

Whenever due to any reasons excess gases are produced in transformer oil 

tank, then this relay gets energized and trips the VCB.  
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Indication: 

 

1. VCB trip light will glow.  OHE fail indication will glow in Retrofit. 

2. Unit fault light will also glow. 

3. Traction will not come for that Motor coach. 

4. MSTWL indication will glow on notch. 

5. PRV Indication will glow. 

 

Action: 

1. Set the relay, close the VCB and work the train.  

2. If the relay trips again, do not set it again since required to vent out the 

gases by vent screw.  When oil starts flowing through the vent screw, 

close the vent screw.  Set BIR and close the VCB.  

 

ABR (Air Blast Circuit Breaker relay): 

 

1. This relay is provided on relay Panel. 

2. Initially while energizing the coach, air pressure is required. Switch ON 

the Battery isolating switch (BIS). 

3. When VCB close switch is operated, then CC2 coil will get energized 

through this relay and auxiliary compressor will start.  When sufficient 

air pressure in Emergency reservoir is maintained, then trip VCB switch  

to stop the auxiliary compressors. 

4. After raising the Pantographs, when VCB close button is operated this 

relay will energize along with ARR and closes the VCB.   

5. When VCB trip switch is operated, ABR trip coil energizes and VCB is 

opened. 

 

ARR (Air Blast Circuit Breaker Reset Relay):- 

 

1. This relay is provided in relay panel.  

2. Whenever VCB close switch is pressed, ARR relay also energizes along 

with ABR and holds the VCB.  Later this relay is de-energized when the 

VCB close Button is released.  Even then the VCB will hold through LTR, 

which will pick up when OHE supply is available.  

 

Indication if ARR is defective 

 

1. After pressing VCB close switch, VCB red indication will not go OFF. 

2. OHE line voltmeter will read zero in ICF. 

3. OHE fail indication will glow continuously. 
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Action:- 

 

1. Clean the ARR contactors. 
2. Close VCB manually. 

3. Don’t press ARR relay for more than 4 seconds and in any case do not 
wedge it. 

 
Manual closing of VCB 

 

Action:- 

 

If Motorman wants to close VCB manually, first press ABR and then ARR for 

four seconds. 

 
NVR (No Volt Relay) 

 
1. This relay is provided on relay panel. 
2. When VCB is closed, this relay gets energized through Aux power circuit 

no. 1. 
3. When there is no OHE or Auxiliary circuit No.1 fuses are melt or its MCB 

is tripped, then NVR relay gets de-energized.  

4. NVR relay is the most important relay of traction control circuit.  When 
this relay is energized. 

5. When this relay is de-energized, it’s interlock opens in SR circuit and 
traction failure occurs. 
 

Indication: 
 

1. After taking notch MST indication will glow along with that particular 
motor coach trip indication. 
2. Ammeter may not read. 

 
Action: 
 

1. Check its MCB (on fuse panel ) is set.    
2. If MCB is set and all other auxiliaries are found working, then wedge the 

NVR relay. 
3. If NVR relay is wedged, operate Master controller to OFF position 

whenever OHE power goes OFF. 

 
SR (Starting Relay) 

 

1. Starting Relay is provided on relay panel. 
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2. SR is picked up when the Master controller is operated to Shunt 

position.  This relay ensures the following conditions. 

a) NVR relay is energized. 

b) W1 is in correct position.  

c) Tap Changer contactor T1 to T6 contactors are in open condition. 

d) Line contactors M1 to M4 are closed.  

 

Indications if SR not picked up:- 

 

1. MST indication along with that particular M/Ch trip indication will 

illuminate continuously on notches.    

2. Ammeter may not read. 

 

Action:- 

 

1. Check NVR relay is energized.  If not, troubleshoot for it. 

2. Tap SR relay for 2-3 times, clean its interlocks.  

3. Isolate each Traction motor one by one and try.  

4. If not successful, work with remaining motor coaches. (Inform LPC) 

 

LTR (Low Tension Relay):- 

 

1. LTR relay is provided on relay panel. 

2. Whenever ASR converts AC supply to DC supply, this relay is energized.  

3. If ASR stops working or Fuses of Auxiliary circuit No. 2 are melt or there 

is no OHE supply or LTR MCB is tripped, then this relay is de-energized 

& opens the VCB.   

 

Indication :- 

 

1. VCB will open and its indication along with OHE fail will glow. 

2. On pressing of VCB close button, Battery charger OFF and ASR trip 

indication will glow and goes OFF when the button is released.     

 

Action:- 

 

1. Check its MCB is set. 

2. If MCB is found to be set and LTR is not energizing then ensure that 

normal lights, fan and Main compressor are in working condition, then 

wedge this relay in energized condition.  
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NOTE: 

 

If LTR is packed, switch OFF the Master controller and trip VCB when 

OHE goes OFF.  

 

CR (Compressor Relay) 

 

1. This relay is located in relay panel.  

2. It has two positions, set & trip. 

3. This relay is energized when the Main Compressor is set button is 

operated.    

 

NOTE:- 

 

Whenever VCB is closed, don’t forget to set the compressor. 

 

OLP (Overload Primary Relay Main Transformer) 

 

This relay is located on Relay panel.  It protects Main transformer primary 

winding.  Whenever there is short circuit in Primary winding due to any reason, 

OLP is acted and opens the VCB.  If trips, a red coloured flap will show on it. 

 

 

Indication:- 

 

1. VCB open and OHE fail indications will glow.    

2. OHE Voltmeter will read zero in ICF rake. 

3. Motor unit fault light will also glow. 

4. PRV indication will glow.   

 

Action:- 

 

1. Operate TMOL reset switch and then PRV indication will go OFF.  

2. Set VCB & start the compressors. 

3. Ensure that there is no unusual.   

 

NOTE:- 

 

1. OLP is to be set only for once.  If it acts again, work with remaining 

coaches.  
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EFRP (Earth Fault Relay for Power Circuit):- 

 

This relay is located in relay panel along with OLP.  Whenever earth fault 

occurs on Traction power circuit, this relay gets energized and thereby VCB is 

opened.  If trips, a red coloured flap will show on it.  It has got a HEFRP switch 

and is to be operated when this relay does not hold. 

 

 

Indication:- 

 

1. VCB open and OHE fail indications will glow.    

2. OHE Voltmeter will read zero in ICF rake. 

3. Motor unit fault light will also glow. 

4. PRV indication will glow.   

 

Action:- 

 

1. Operate TMOL reset switch and then PRV indication will go OFF.  

2. Set VCB & start the compressors. 

3. Ensure that there is no unusual.   

 

EFRA2 (Earth Fault Relay for Auxiliary Circuit No. 2) 

 

This relay is located on relay panel.  When there is any earth fault in aux. 

power circuit no.2, this relay is picked up and opens the VCB.  It has got a 

switch HEFRA II & a HOBA switch of its own and are to be operated when this 

relay does not hold. 

 

Indications : -  

 

1. VCB open and OHE fail indications will glow.    

2. OHE Voltmeter will read zero in ICF rake. 

3. Motor unit fault light will also glow in Motor coach. 

 

Action:- 

 

Ensure that there is no unusual.  Set the relay by pressing its knob and close 

the VCB. 
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OL 1 to 4 (Overload protection relay of traction motor no. 1 to 4) 

 

OL1 and OL2 are in group switch No.1 and OL3 and OL4 is in group switch 

No.2 of Motor coach.  This relay has also target similar to OLP and EFRP 

relays.  When these overload relays are tripped, open the Motor Contactors the 

motor coach is tripped.  

 

Indication:- 

 

1. On taking notch MST indication will glow along with respective Motor 

coach fail indication. 

2. Ammeter may not read and unit fault indication will glow in Motor 

coach. 

 

Action:- 

 

1. Reset the TMOL by its switch.   

2. If could not succeed, then cut out MCS one by one and try. 

 

OL5 (Rectifier Overload Protection Relay):- 

 

This relay is in tap changer Box.  Whenever short circuit occurs in rectifier 

block, this relay is energized and trips the VCB. 

 

Indication 

 

1.  VCB open and OHE fail indications will glow. 

2.  After taking notch MST indication will glow along with particular M/Ch 

trip indication. 

3. OHE line Voltmeter may read zero in ICF. 

 

Action: 

 

1. Reset the TMOL by its switch.   

2. If could not succeed, then cut out MCS one by one and try. 

 

OL 6 (Transformer and Tap Changer Overload Protection Relay):- 

 

This relay is in tap changer box.  If there is any short circuiting or over loading   

in Tap changer or secondary winding of Transformer, then this relay gets 

energized due to which VCB is opened. 
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Indication 

 

1. VCB open and OHE fail indications will glow. 

2. After taking notch MST indication will glow along with particular M/Ch 

trip indication. 

3. OHE line Voltmeter may read zero in ICF. 

 

Action: 

 

1. Reset the TMOL by its switch.   

2. If could not succeed, then cut out MCS one by one and try. 

 

GS 1 ( Control Circuit Governor bypass switch - CCG) 

 

This governor is fitted in Motor coach and governs BP pressure.  drop at 3.2 

kg/cm2 and pick up at 4.2 kg/cm2.  When BP pressure becomes 4.2 kg/cm2 

this governor is picked up and dropped when pressure goes below 3.2 kg/cm2.  

Traction is possible only after picking up of this governor.   

 

Indication: 

 

After taking notch MST indication will glow along with particular M/Ch trip 

indication. 

 

Action:- 

 

Ensure adequate BP pressure and then bypass GS 1 switch. 

 

GS 2 (Equipment Governor bypass switch - LPG) 

 

This Governor is fitted in HT compartment.  It monitors the MR pressure.  It 

drops at 3.8 Kg/cm2 and picks up at 4.8 kg/cm2.  Equipment reservoir 

pressure goes to tap changer and switch groups.  Whenever its pressure drops 

below 3.8 kg/cm2, traction failure occurs. 

 

Indication: 

 

After taking notch MST indication will glow along with particular M/Ch trip 

indication. 
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Action:- 

 

Ensure adequate MR pressure and then bypass GS 1 switch.   

 

GS3 ( Main Compressor Governor bypass switch - CMG ) 

 

This governor is in HTC compartment.  It cuts in at 6 Kg/Cm2 and cuts out at 

7 kg/cm2 ( in Retrofit, 5.6Kg/Cm2 to 7.03 Kg/cm2 ).  After closing the VCB and 

switching ON the compressor, CC1 contactor will pick up and Main compressor 

will start to work.   

 

If governor is stuck up in cut in position, by pressing the compressor set 

switch compressor relay will latch but CC-1 contactor will not close.  In this 

case bypass GS 3 switch, then compressor will start working.  Now the 

regulation of MR pressure to be done manually. 

 

GS-4 ( Auxiliary Compressor Governor bypass switch ) 

 

It is fitted in HT compartment.   It is connected with Panto reservoir and VCB 

reservoir for energizing the unit initially.  When 6.3 kg/cm2 pressure is build 

up in Panto reservoir the GS 4 will open out CC2 and auxiliary compressor will 

stop working automatically. 

 

VCB Governor   

 

1. It is fitted in equipment compartment and it governs the pressure of VCB 

reservoir (4.5 to 5.3 kg/cm2) 
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Chapter 5 

Indication panel 
 
It is fitted on driver desk.  In normal condition, only Brake supply and ‘C’ 

jumper continuity indications will glow.   

 

Indication panel on M/man Desk (Retrofit Rake) 

 

 

 

A) Individual MC  Fail (1 to 4)  will glow continuously in following 

condition : 

When VCB is opened in any coach, that particular motor coach’s MC fail 

indication will glow.   

Also if traction is failed due to Motor contactor is opened, this lamp will 

glow with MST indication on taking the notch. 

 

B) OHE fail indication will glow in following conditions: 

1) If there is no OHE Supply.  

2) If any VCB is opened. 

3) Pantos are in down condition. 

 

C) Motor switch trip indication will glow in following conditions on 

notches. 

1) When any of the VCBs is tripped. 

2) RFAR, TTR, CBAR, NVR or SR are trip, i.e. whenever any motor coach is 

not coming on power.  

3) When TMOLR is tripped.    
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4) When CCG or Equipment Governor is not picked up.  

5) Individual control MCBs for Shunt, HP, FP, Reverser (F/R) are tripped.  

 

D) PRV trip indication will glow in following conditions: 

OLP / EFRP / BIR / PRV of any of the Motor coaches is tripped.    

E) PFD fuse blown  indication will glow in following conditions 

It burns whenever any of the PFD is blown.  The gaining of speed of the 

EMU will take more time.  Inform LPC / TSRT. 

F) VCB trip indication will glow in following conditions: 

Whenever any of the VCBs is tripped due to following.   

1) PRV acted (Pressure relief valve) 

2) BIR acted. 

3) OL5 & OL6 acted. 

4) OLP, EFRP & EFRA-II acted. 

5) LTR tripped. 

6) TSS on Test mode. 

7) ABR tripped. 

8) VCB fault MCB tripped.   

 

G) BA changer OFF indication will glow in following conditions. 

1) VCB is closed, but battery charger is failed in any of the Motor coaches.   

 

Note: 

In case BA voltmeter reading zero then operate CCOS to EMG-1 or EMG-2 

position. 

 

H) Rectifier fuse blown indication will glow in following indications  

1) In case of one or more rectifier fuse / diode is punctured with the action 

of CBAR.   

   

I) Aux Rect. Trip indication will glow in following conditions 

1) VCB is closed, but fault in aux. supply rectifier (ASR) output. 

 

J) Audio Visual indication will glow in following conditions 

1) Audio visual/warning light switch “ON” in D/Cab 

2) Buzzer will sound in D/Cab. 

 

K) Brake supply on indication will glow in following conditions 

1) DCS ON. 

2) ICS open. 

3) EP MCB set. 
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4) EP toggle switch is ON. 

 

L) ‘C’ jumper indication will glow in following condition: 

It normally glows and goes OFF when ‘C’ jumper is disconnected. (New 

modification as per RSOB) 

 

Indication panel on M/man Desk (ICF Rake) 

 

 

 

 

The indication lamps are same as of retrofit rake.  The additional 

indications are given below.   

  

1. Parking brake applied indication will glow in following condition. 

 

1) When PB is applied 

2) Parking brake cock (Yellow colored) (In front of Insp. seat) across the pipe 

is operated 

3) PB magnet valve DN plunger is pressed. 

 

2.  Passenger alarm indication will glow  

 

In case of ACP 
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Chapter 6 

Pantograph Control Circuit 
 

In EMU above motor coach only one Panto is fitted on the roof which is 

raised by Panto Up switch and lowered by Panto Dn switch. 

 

Raising of Pantograph 

 

 
1. Switch ON battery ON switch (BIS) 

2. Switch ON BL key. 

3. Check the battery voltage it should not be less than 90 Volts. To create 

air pressure in ER. press VCB switch and release it. 

4. When VCB switch is closed ABR relay gets latched after getting latched it 

closes its interlock on CC-2 coil branch and energizes CC-2 due to this 

CC-2 contactor closes and starts Auxiliary (Baby) Compressor. 

5. Once the pressure in Panto reservoir reaches above 6.3 kg/cm2 then 

Auxiliary compressor governor (CG2) cuts off and opens CC-2 Contactor 

due to which Auxiliary compressor stops working. 

6. Now press and release VCB trip switch and press Panto UP switch and 

release it now ensure that Panto is rising in 3 steps. 

7. If pantograph is not rising then check Panto main supply cock, if it is 

normal then isolate that Pantograph and work with remaining Pantos. 
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Chapter 7 

VCB Control Circuit 
 

 

 

 
 

1. After raising the pantograph M/man will close VCB by VCB close 

switch. 

2. Due to this ABR set coil and ARR coil energizes and it closes its 

interlock on VCB holding coil. 

3. If VCB MCB is set, ABR is latched, Relay OL5/6, EFRA-2, OLP/EFRP, 

BIR, PRV, VCB governor are in set position and TSS switch is on run 

position then VCB will close. 

4. ARR relays under interlock by passes LT relays under interlock and 

energizes VCB holding coil this helps in closing of VCB. 

5. Once VCB is closed the upper four interlocks which are located on 

Panto raising coil i.e. ABR (set) an on common branch of ARR, VCB 

close, VCB trip light will open and de energize VCB close coil along 

with this VCB trip light will also gets extinguished. 

6. After closing of VCB 25 KV OHE supply will energize the primary 

winding of the main transformer. 
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7. Auxiliary circuit No.1 gets energized by induction and following 

Auxiliary will start working 1)Compressor 2)Rectifier fan 3) Oil pump 

4) reversers. NVR relay gets energized and battery charger starts 

working. 

8. Once Auxiliary circuit No. 1 gets energized then after 2-3 seconds 

Auxiliary circuit no.2 also gets energized by the induction of Primary 

winding. 

9. ASR (Auxiliary Supply Rectifier) also starts working which converts 

141 V AC to 110 V DC and supplies to the main compressor and LTR 

terminals due to this relay LTR gets energizes and closes its under 

interlock on VCB holding coil and opens its upper interlocks on VCB, 

ARR’s common branch due to this relay ARR gets de energized whose 

under interlock located on VCB close and VCB holding coil which 

initially bypasses the LTR opens up. 

10. Initially the supply which was provided by ARR under interlock will 

now be available directly by LTRs under interlock and keeps VCB in 

close condition. 

NOTE:- 

1. In EMU between Panto lowering coil and VCB trip coil a diode is provided 

it supply unidirectional supply to Panto lowering coil to VCB trip coil but 

not in reverse direction. This diode also protects OHE. 

2. If M/man wrongly presses Panto DN switch then this diodes comes in 

circuit first it trips VCB and then lowers the Panto. Due to this flashing 

does not occur. 

3. If this diode gets punctured and whenever M/man opens VCB then 

automatically Panto will be lowered In neutral section after opening VCB 

if M/man gets indication of No Tension then before closing VCB every 

M/man should raise the Pantograph. 

 

 

VCB Tripping: 

 

After closing VCB main transformer gets energized, along with traction 

transformer secondary winding 1 and 2 also gets energized. 

If any fault occurs in this circuit then it is mandatory to trip VCB. 

There are two types of VCB tripping. 

Trip by Motorman: -Whenever Motorman wants to trip VCB he will press VCB 

trip switch and release it, due to this relay ABR gets unlatched. As ABR relay 

gets unlatched it opens it’s under interlock on VCB holding coil causing VCB to 

open.  
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Trip by any of the safety relay: - To Protect from short circuit or earth fault 

in tap changer, Auxiliary ckt no. 1 or 2 or ASR some relays is fitted e.g.:-

OLP/EFRP, OL5 & OL6, BIR, EFRA-2 all this relays upper interlock remains 

closed on VCB holding coil (if there is no earth fault or short circuit) due to this 

VCB remains in closed condition. 

Whenever any fault occurs in the circuit then the associated relay will get 

energized and its upper interlock opens up thereby causing VCB to open. 

Indication of opening of VCB 

1. On driver desk VCB trip indication will glow 

2. OHE voltmeter will read zero. 

3. Normal light and fans will stop. 

4. Unit fault indication will glow 

5. After taking notch MSTWL indication will glow continuously. 
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Chapter-8 

Master Controller and traction 

 
1. In AC EMU supply to traction motors is given by remote controlled 

means. After completion of master control circuit (When control MCB is 

set, control switch ON, BL key ON, sufficient battery voltage and 

adequate MR pressure, Reverser set in desired direction). 

2. When master controller is operated from OFF to Shunt position i.e. 

powering position, then tap changer contactor will close and rectifiers’ 

current starts to go in traction motors. 

3. The supply to the traction motor is stopped if motor contactor, tap 

changer or rectifier circuit is interrupted.  

4. When master controller MCB D/3 is ON, Control switch is ON and BL 

key is ON then control circuit current goes to Master controller. 

5. Control switch has two positions in ON position supply goes to Master 

controller. In OFF position it gives supply to Traction motor overload 

reset switch. When traction Motor overload reset switch is pressed the 

supply is made available to set relays OL-1 TO OL-6, OLP and EFR.  

There are 4 position of Master controller 

1. Zero or OFF position  

2. Shunt position  

3. Half power 

4. Full power 

 

Shunt position: - In this position contactor T1 will close and W1 will also 

close due to this 2 notch will come in shunt notch. 

 

Half power: -  

 

In half power position up to 10th notch progression takes place i.e. total 12 

notches. When motorman operates master controller on half power wire no.2 

gets energize and as wire no 1 is always in energized condition even though 

master controller is operated to zero position. 
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Notch Notching contactor 

1 T1,T9,T7 

2 T1,T8 

3 T3,T9,T8 

4 T2,T7 

5 T3,T9,T7 

6 T3,T8 

7 T4,T9,T8 

8 T4,T7 

9 T5,T9,T7 

10 T5,T8 

11 T6,T9,T8 

12 T6,T7 

 

Full power position: - 

1. In this position till 22 notch progression 2+10+10=22 takes place. 

2. Notch tap changer contactor remains open when master controller is in 

zero position.  

3. When MR and BP pressure is adequate, dead man handle is in pressed 

condition and reversers is in set position then move the master 

controller from zero to shunt position, due to this two notch 

progression occurs.  

4. If all traction motors are in normal working condition, then traction 

motor Contactor will close then tap changer contactor will close in such 

way the current will flow in traction motors and train will start moving. 

5. If K1 and K2 reversers are not set properly in the desired direction then 

current will not go to the traction motors. 

6. In traction circuit two governors are fitted, namely Equipment governor 

and Control circuit governor. The under interlocks of these governors 

gets closed When adequate amount of BP & MR pressure is available. 

7. If sufficient amount of BP & MR is not available, then the governors 

under interlock will not close, Hence traction circuit will not get 

established. After that in traction circuit following relay CBR, TTR, OL-1 

to OL-4 upper interlocks and RFAR under interlock is provided if any 

one of the above relay gets tripped then traction loss will occur. 

8. If rectifier fan stops working then RFAR relay will trip. 

9. If KF-1, KF-2 and oil pump stops working then TTR relay gets energized 

and opens its interlock and gives traction loss.  
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10. In multiple unit if one motor coach is not coming on power then 

work with remaining motor coaches. When motorman operates Master 

Controller on half power that time tap changer wire no 2 gets energized 

and progression up to 12 notches comes automatically. 

11. When motorman operates master controller to full power then wire 

no 3 gets energized due to this W1 will open and W 2 will close hence 

by this action untapped winding comes in circuit and again tap 

changer contactors from T1 to T5 automatically opens and closes due 

to which till 10 notch progression occurs. Hence until 22 notches 

progression comes automatically.  

12. Even though if main contactor is on 0th notch, half power or full power 

wire no. 1 will always remain in energized condition. 

13. NVR under interlock gets supply form wire no.1 SR gets supply from 

NVR relay which closes in tap changer circuit and closes M1 to M4 

contactors. 

14. Relay SR gets energized and tap changer also remains in the circuit if 

contactors from T1 to T6 are in open condition. 

15. If NVR and SR don’t get energized then indication light MSTWL will 

illuminate and extinguish and ammeter will read zero this indicates 

that there is cut in traction and traction loss has occurred. 

16. Within MC a contactor is fitted known as Deadman’s contact.  

Whenever master controller handle is pressed then within the master 

controller Deadmans contactor gets closed. 

17. If due to any reason the pressure on master controller handle/ 

Deadmans handle (DMH) reduces or M/man removes his hand then 

following things will happen. 

18. DMH contactor opens 

19. BP pressure drops from cock no. 3 

20. Auto brake gets applied. 

21. Traction cut off. 

22. If Motorman operates master controller in full power position and he 

wants to resume back to half power position, then he should first bring 

the Master controller to zero position then he can operate in half power 

or shunt notch as per his requirement. 

23. Whenever Master controller is on half power or full power if he removes 

his hand from DMH due to any reason, then Motorman should operate 

it to zero position then it will be normal. otherwise it will be break  

24. First press DMH then operate reverser in forward or reverse direction 

otherwise BP pressure will drop DMH isolating cock is provided in 

under frame near cattle guard. 
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Chapter-9 

Auxiliary Power Circuit-1 
 

 
 

In AC EMU there are two types of Auxiliary circuits 

1. Auxiliary Circuit No-1 

2. Auxiliary Circuit No-2 

After closing of VCB current starts flowing into the primary winding of the Main 

transformer, due to this induction of primary winding of Main transformer 

Auxiliary circuit no. 1 gets energized. 

Auxiliary circuit no.1 gives 266 V AC supply and following auxiliaries work on 

266 V AC  

1) RF 2) Oil pump 3) Kf4 and KF2 4) NVR 5) Static Battery Charger 

Rectifier Fan (R.F) 

1. RF is provided inside a circular drum located in HT compartment 

2. It sucks the atmospheric air and cools the rectifier 

3. Relay RFAR is provided on relay panel to ensure working of RF 
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4. Relay RFAR is in set condition till RF is working properly. When RF stops 

working then relay RFAR trips and results in traction cut off. 

5. A 10 amp MCB and 32 amp fuse is provided on positive and negative 

terminals of RF motor respectively. 

Oil pump 

1. DL and TL are provided inside the transformer through which high voltage 

current flows. It is fitted within transformer oil tank and cooled by oil. The 

oil has to be cooled so an oil pump is provided for circulation of this oil. 

2. The oil pump circulates the oil around main transformer DL and TL. 

3. Motor is protected by 15 Amp MCB on positive side and 32 Amp fuse on 

negative side. 

KF-1 and KF-2 

1. Hot oil comes in radiator until oil pump circulates the oil of main 

transformer in the radiator two fans KF-1 and KF-2 are provided which 

sucks the atmospheric air and cools the oil in radiator. 

2. A 5 amp MCB and 16 amp common fuse is provided to positive and negative 

terminals of KF-1 and KF-2 respectively. 

NO Volt relay 

1. NVR relay is provided in auxiliary circuit 1. As soon as VCB is closed NRV 

relay gets energized. 

2. NRV relay gets energized and it closes it’s under interlock on branch of SR 

in traction circuit and helps in starting of traction. 

3. A 5 amp MCB is provided on positive side if this 5 amp MCB trips then relay 

NVR de energizes and thereby producing cut in traction. 

Static Battery Charger 
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1. Battery charger is provided along with Auxiliary circuit 1 as soon as unit is 

energized battery charger starts working. 

2. A 266 V AC is provided at its input terminals this input is converted into 

110 V DC which charges the batteries in the unit & feeds the control circuit. 

3. For monitoring of battery charger a relay BCFR is provided whenever battery 

charger stops working then relay BCFR gets de energized and thereby 

illuminates 7th lamp (BCF, white in color) on driver desk 

4. A 35 amp MCB and 32 amp fuse is provided on positive and negative side of 

battery charger circuit respectively. 

5. In EMU the batteries provided in the unit are either connected in series or 

parallel through jumper cables. 

6. In those unit where batteries are connected in series, to take supply from 

rear coach battery. Put BIS to 0 and then CCOS to either E-1 or E-2 position. 

7. The units in which batteries are connected in parallel to take supply from 

front coach to rear coach there is no need to operate CCOS switch. Supply is 

maintained automatically from one unit to other unit. 
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Chapter-10 

Auxiliary Power Circuit No. 2 
 

1. As soon as VCB is closed Aux ckt no.2 gets energized by the induction of 

primary winding of main transformer. During induction step down is done 

and 144 V AC supply is provided to Aux Ckt no. 2 

2. ASR is provided in Aux Ckt no. 2 to which 141 V AC supply is given. ASR 

Converts 141 v ac to 110 v dc and this 110 v dc supply is provided for 

working of main compressor and to energize relay LTR. 

3. LTR relays under interlock is provided on the branch of VCB holding coil, 

once LTR relay gets energized it closes its under interlock and holds VCB. 

 

 
 

 

4. LTR relays upper interlock illuminates/extinguish Aux supply Rectifier trip 

light, which is provided on driver desk (4th from left white in color) 
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5. For normal working of lights and fans supply is taken from a branch of Aux 

ckt -2, in this circuit a headlight stabilizer is also provided which converts 

141 v ac to 32 v ac which is used in illuminating the headlight. 

6. 141V AC supply is taken from Aux ckt no 2 for working of fans within the 

train. In every coach 10-10 fans are fitted which can be ON/OFF by switch 

provided on Guard desk. 

7. Lights and fans will work till Aux ckt no. 2 remains energized. 

8. In case of OHE failure or VCB tripping emergency lighting circuit gets 

energized due to which emergency light will be ON through 110 v dc battery 

supply. 

9. EFRA-2 relay is provided to protect Aux ckt no.2 earth fault whenever earth 

fault occurs in Aux ckt no 2 relay EFRA 2 trips and causes tripping of VCB. 

A bypass switch HEFRA 2 is provided on relay panel under relay EFRA-2 

NOTE:- 

In MEMU normal lights and fan works on141V AC so there is no need for 

stabilizer. 
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Chapter 11 

Traction Power circuit 
 

 

 

In AC EMU once 6.5 kg/cm2 pressure is created by Auxiliary compressor 

Pantograph can be raised and VCB can be closed so that 25 KV supply is 

available in main transformer primary winding whose grounding circuit is 

completed via transformer axle shunt rail and binding strip. 

Main transformer: - In AC EMU step down transformer is provided as shown 

in figure below. 

 

 
 

1. Primary winding 25000 volts. 

2. Secondary winding 700v/350amps. 

3. Auxiliary Circuit No.1 (266 V AC) 

4. Auxiliary Circuit No.2 (141 V AC) 
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AC EMU TRACTION POWER CIRCUIT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Primary winding:- 

The upper part of primary winding is connected to OHE through main circuit 

breaker and lower part is grounded via axle, shunt, Earthing bush, axle wheel 

and rail. 

Secondary Winding:- 

Secondary winding is divided into two equal parts each part possess 350 V 

supply the two parts are namely. 

1. Tapped winding 

2. Untapped winding 

Tapped winding  

1. Tapped winding is divided into 5 equal parts 

2. Each part consists of 70 V. Tapped and untapped windings are 

connected by winding group switch W-1 & W-2. 

3. While taking traction till half power W-1 remains closed due to this 

tapped winding comes in circuit and D.L along with load comes in 

series. 
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4. As per the requirements of TM voltage is provided to TM by opening and 

closing  of tap changer T1 & T6 and T7 & T9 and through Silicon 

rectifier 

5. Two reversers are fitted to change the direction of rotation of TM in 

Traction power circuit As ampere meter is provided to monitor the 

amount of current given to TM the ampere meter works with help of ASS 

switch which has 3 positions. 

OFF Position;- 

If this switch is on 1 & 3 position and OFF then ampere meter will not show 

any reading on position 1 it will show current in TM1 and on position 3 it will 

show current in TM3 

 

NOTE:- 

On every notch (e.g.:-2,4,6,8) TL remains outside the circuit & on every odd 

notch (e.g.:-1,3,5,7) TL remains in the circuit. 

 

Untapped windings:- 

1. Changeover from tapped to untapped winding occurs on 12th notch as W-1 

opens and W-2 closes. 

2. On 12th notch T-6 closes whereas T-5 opens and DL remains out from 

circuit. 

3. When MC is kept on full power the W-1 opens W-2 closes due to this both 

tapped as well as untapped windings comes in circuit. 

4. On progression from 13th to 22nd notch T-1 to T-9 contactors opens and 

closes in similar fashion as in half power but contactor T-6 doesn’t close. 

 

Sr 
No 

Notch Contactor 
combination 

1 1 T1,T9,T7 

2 2 T1,T8 

3 3 T2,T9,T8 

4 4 T2,T7 

5 5 T3,T9,T7 

6 6 T3,T8 

7 7 T4,T9,T8 

8 8 T4,T7 

9 9 T5,T9,T7 

10 10 T5,T8 

 

1. Silicone rectifier converts AC to DC, this is filtered by S.L. and is provided 

to the TM as per the requirements. 
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2. EMU motor coach consists of DC series TM which are connected in parallel. 

With each TM, one additional ASL is provided. 

3. Every TM has different contactors (for example M1, M4). 

4. To cut off the TM’s from service MCS-1 and MCS-2 switches are provided. 

MCS-1 for TM1 and TM2 

MCS-2 for TM3 and TM4 

5. To change the direction of TM rotation reversers K1 and K2 are provided. 

Reverser K1 for TM 1, 2 

Reverser K2 for TM 3, 4 

6. An ammeter is provided which shows the amount of current in the traction 

motors the ammeter works with the help of switch (ASS) 

Position of ASS 

1. TM-1 current 

2. TM-3 current 

In OFF position ammeter will not show any current. 

EAS (Earthing switch) 

1. EAS switch is located on the roof of the Motor coach 

2. EAS switch is operated by rotating its handle when VCB is opened Panto 

is lowered and Panto main isolating cock is cut/closed. 

3. Normally EAS switch remains open. 

 

Lightning arrestor (LA) 

LA is located on the roof of motor coach 

 

Master controller (MC) 

1. MC is located in motor coach on driver desk. 

2. Train is made to run by providing current to the traction motors with the 

help of master controller. Deadmans contactor is fitted inside the Master 

controller 

3. Whenever MC is pressed Deadmans contactor closes thereby providing 

traction to the train. 

4. MC has four positions namely 

a) OFF   

b) Shunt Notch 

c) Half power 

d) Full power 

 

OFF POSITION:- 

In this position line contactors of TM remains open due to this there is absence 

of flow of current from the tap changer to rectifier. 
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SHUNT POSITION:- 

1. Whenever master controller is moved from OFF to shunt position then 

due to W-1 and closing up of T-1 contactor, progression up to 2 notches 

takes place automatically and train starts moving. 

2. Initially while working MC should be kept on shunt position then after 

and interval of time it should be switched to half position. 

 

Half position:- 

1. During transition from shunt notch to half power position contactor T-2 

to T-6 open and close sequentially. 

2. Initially W-1 is closed hence tapped winding remains in circuit and 

progression up to 12th notch happens automatically and there is 70 v 

supply on every tap of tapped winding hence on 12th notch 350v supply 

is provided. 

3. When MC is operated on half power position wire no 2 gets energized and 

wire no.1 always remains energized even though MC is on zero position. 

 

Full power position 

1. Whenever M/man operated MC from half power position to full power 

position wire no.3 gets energized at this instance W-1 contactor opens 

whereas W-2 contactor remains closed. 

2. Due to this along with tapped windings untapped windings also comes in 

circuit and contactors T-1 to T-5 opens and closes hence for the next 10 

notch progression takes place automatically within the Tap changer a 

provision of T-6 contactor not closing again is implemented hence 

progression beyond 22nd notch is impossible. 

3. If K-1 & K-2 are not set in desired direction then there will be no flow of 

current to TM 

4. Traction circuit consists of two governors 

a) Occupied governor 

b) Control governor 

5. The under interlock of these governor is provided in traction circuit. 

6. This interlock will not close if MR is 6kg/cm2 and BP is 4.6 kg/cm2. 

7. Traction circuit completes when this interlock are closed beyond this TTR, 

CBAR, and OL1 to OL4 upper interlocks and RFAR under interlocks are 

provided. 

8. If anyone these above mentioned relay trips, then traction failure occurs. 

9. If one Motor coach is not coming on power the Motorman will work with 

remaining motor coaches NVR relay gets supply from wire no.1 relay SR 

energizes only when relay NVR energizes and T1 to T6 contactors are open. 
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10. If NVR and SR relay doesn’t gets energized then ammeter will not show 

any deflection. 

11. A Deadmans contactor is fitted inside the Master controller whenever 

MC is pressed then this Deadmans contact closes and hence MC is also 

called as Deadmans handle 

12. In AC EMU notches cannot be reduced randomly, for reducing the 

notches first operate MC to zero position then operate it as per 

requirements. 

13. Contactors from T1 to T6 are called tapping contactors. 

14. After T7, T8 and T9 rectifier receives current from transformer.T9 closes 

only on Odd notches and doesn’t close alone either of T7 or T8 contactor 

also closes along with T9. 

 

Dropping reactor (DL) 

Dropping contactor is fitted in series with W1 up to 12 notches it remains in 

the circuit and it reduces the abrupt changes in current. 

Transition reactor (TL) 

T.L is fitted in series with T-9 and on every odd notch it come in circuit and 

prevents surge. 

Rectifier block:- 

1. Rectifier block consists of 6 rectifiers which are connected in series. 

2. Each rectifier consists of 8 diodes which are connected in bridge type. 

3. AC current is received by rectifier from the main transformer by opening 

and closing of T-1 to T-9 contactors. 

4. Rectifier converts AC Current to DC current and gives it to TM as per 

requirements 

5. Overload relay OL-5 is provided for the safety of rectifier. 

6. Whenever due to any reason overloading occurs in rectifier then relay OL-5 

energizes and trips thereby opening its upper interlock on VCB holding coil 

branch and trips VCB. 

OL-1 to OL-4 

1. This relays are overloading relays with each traction motor one overloading 

relay is fitted in series. 

2. Whenever due to any reason there occurs overloading in traction motor then 

this relay opens to the line contactor of that particular traction motor due to 

this as there is no flow of current to that TM motorman  experiences partial 

loss. 

3. Overloading relay OL-1 to OL-6 is reset by MOL switch. 
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CLR1 & CLR2 

 

This relay is connected with traction motor 1 and 3 in series CLR-1 is for 

traction motor 1 and 2 and CLR is for traction motor 3 and 4 whose setting is 

460 amps. 

Whenever due to any reason there is excess flow of current from tap changer to 

traction motors i.e. more than 460 amps then CLR-1 and CLR-2 relay energizes 

and trips thereby interrupting in progression 

Set position is normal position of this relay. 

 

MCS-1 and MCS-2 

 

Motor isolating switch  

The DC motors provided in a motor coach are separated in two categories (TM-

1 & TM-2) (TM-3 & TM-4) 

 

 
 

In each group on positive side MCS switch is provided which has following 

positions: 
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MCS-1 

Sr. 

No 

Position Status Working TM 

1 1 Normal TM-1 & TM-2 

2 2 TM-1 isolated TM-2 Working 

3 3 TM-2 isolated TM-1 Working 

4 4 TM-1 & TM-2 isolate TM-1 and TM-2 Isolate 

MCS-2 

Sr. 

No 

Position Status Working TM 

1 1 Normal TM-3 & TM-4 working 

2 2 TM-3 isolated TM-4 Working 

3 3 TM-4 isolated TM-3 Working 

4 4 TM-3 & TM-4 isolate TM-3 and TM-4 Isolate 

 

With each TM and overloading relay is fitted whenever there is overloading 

in TM due to short circuit the associated overloading relay energizes and 

produces cut in traction circuit. 

With each TM field coil an field diverter (Permanent field diverter resistance) 

PFD is connected. 

PFD is type of resistor which prevents the field of TM from getting hot and 

gives DC supply. 

OVR (Over Volt Relay) 

1. An OVR relay is connected after S.L whose setting is 535 volts. 

2. Whenever due to any reason the TM voltage exceeds 535 volts then this 

relay gets energized and interrupts the progression. 

3. The progression is interrupted till the voltage is more than stipulated 

amount. Once the voltage resumes below or equal to 535 volts Normal 

traction can be established. 

 
Earth fault relay (EFRP) 

1. EFRP is power circuit’s earth fault relay. 

2. It is fitted on the negative side of power circuit. 
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3. Whenever due to any reason there occurs earth fault in power circuit 

then this relay energizes and trips due to tripping of EFRP relay VCB 

opens. 

4. A knife switch of this relay is provided in LT compartment this switch 

remains in negative position (i.e. downwards) till relay EFRP is in normal 

condition. A 85 ohm resistor is connected in series along with this 

switch. 

5. In case if EFRP is to be isolated from the circuit then operate HEFRP 

switch to F position (i.e. upwards). As a result 72Kohm resistor comes in 

circuit. Hence the effect of increased current which had occurred due to 

earth fault is minimized. 

6. EFRP relay can be set by MOL switch provided on Driver desk. 

7. Whenever this relay is tripped then do not set its flag. 

 

OLP (Overload Primary Relay) 

1. OLP relay is fitted to protect the primary windings of the main 

transformer. 

2. Whenever due to any reason there occurs overloading on primary 

windings of Main transformer then this relay gets energized and trips 

thereby opens the VCB. 

3. OLP relay is also set by MOL. 

4. This relay can be set by MOL but do not set its flag. 

Reverser (K1 and K2) 

1. Two reverser K1 & K2 are provided to change the direction of rotation of 

traction motor group. 

 
2. K-1 is for TM 1 & 2 K-2 is for TM 3 & 4. 

3. There are 3 positions of reversers. 

a) Neutral: - In this position reverser key can be inserted and removed; 

MC will not work. 
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b) Forward: - In this position if M/man takes a notch then train will 

move in forward direction. 

c) Reverse: - In this position when M/man takes a notch train will move 

in reverse direction. 

NOTE:- 

While on Run do not operate reverser in neutral position the direction of 

reverser is to be changed only when the train is in stand still. 
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Chapter 12 

Air Circuit 
 

MR pipe charging 

Compressed air from the main compressor charges MR1 and MR2 through 

the cooling pipes drain reservoir and NRV from MR2 the air is fed and 

charges the MR through metallic pipe under the coach via its separator, 

Safety valve and cock No. 10. 

The compressed air from MR also goes to CMG through cock No.9 which 

regulates MR pressure between 5.6 kg/cm2 and 7.03 kg/cm2. 

The through metallic MR pipes are connected by flexible hose pipe in 

between the coaches through cock no.11 on either side. 

 

Panto Air Circuit 

The MR pressure in the MR pipe flows to the control reservoir through the 

reducing valve where the pressure is reduced to 5kg/cm2 and is utilized 

for raising pantograph through cock No.16, Panto Magnet valve cock No.6 

and finally to Panto cylinder through cock No.5. 

 

Control Air Circuit 

Another branch in HT compartment through cock No.7 and CPG also 

provided just after cock No.7 which ensure the adequate air supply 

available for the operation of pneumatic contactors, Tap changer, for the 

Traction Control. 

 

Horn Circuit 

Further in the D/cab C coach the pressure through the MR metallic pipe 

is taken for the operation of horns through cock No.1 and a duplex check 

valve. 
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EP Auto Brake Circuit 

When the cock No2 ICS is operated MR pressure is reduced to 4.6 kg/cm2 

and charged the entire BP metallic pipe the BP pipes are connected by 

flexible hose pipe in between coaches through cock No. 12 

The BP pressure also changes the DMH through cock No.3 The BP 

pressure for the application of Auto brakes into the EP  Auto unit comes 

through cock No-15 and the MR pressure during EP brakes through cock 

No.8 

Bothe EP and Auto brakes pressure goes to the brake cylinders of each 

bogie through cock No.14. 
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Chapter 13 

Brake system & Parking Brake 
 

A. Brake System 

The brake controller in AC EMU has five positions 

Position-1 Release and running 

Position-2 Full EP application 

Position-3 Auto Lap 

Position-4 Full Auto application 

Position-5 Emergency 

Note: - EP Lap is obtained in between position 1 & 2. 

Working of EP brakes:- 

EP Application:- 

When the brake controller is moved from position-1 towards position-2 BH 

and BA contacts are made at the top of the brake controller which in turn 

energizes the brake application and holding relays this in turn energizes the 

BH and BA train live wires. 

When BH wire is energized the holding magnet valve in the brake unit is 

energized and closes its exhaust port. At the same time, BA wire gets 

energized and it energizes Application magnet valve, which opens the inlet 

port through which MR pressure enters the brake unit. 

This pressure passes through limiting valve, positive acting check valve, 

operates triple valve stabilizing valve and then through additional limiting 

valve divides into two branches and passes through each bogie isolating cock 

No.-14 flexible pipe and to brake cylinder. 

Thus EP brakes are applied. 

Releasing  of EP Brakes:- 

When the brake controller is moved from position 2 to position 1 BH and BA 

electrical contacts gets opened which in turn de-energizes the holding and 

application relays which then de energizes the BH and BA train live wires, 

resulting holding magnet valve gets de energized and opens its exhaust port 

and AMV gets de energized and closes MR inlet port to brake unit. Thereby 

the pressure form the brake cylinder passes through the exhaust port of 

triple valve which is open and then passes through the exhaust port of HMV. 

Hence the EP brakes are released. 
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Working of self-lapping:- 

When the brake controller is kept in any position between 1 and 2 BA and 

BH train line wires are energized thereby the pressure which is going to the 

brake cylinder also operates the spring loaded cylinder on the Brake 

controller. 

Then operation of the spring loaded causes BA contacts to open while it 

keeps BH contacts closed. 

As such AMV gets de energized the inlet port closes and HMV is still 

energized, the exhaust port closes due to this the pressure in the cylinder is 

locked up and self-lapping is achieved. 

 

Working of Auto Brake  

Application: 

Whenever brake controller is moved between position3 and position 4 it 

creates a disparity of BP pressure between bub side and Auxiliary Reservoir 

side of triple valve. 

This causes triple valve piston to move towards bulb side because of the 

greater pressure from Auxiliary reservoir side which in turn cuts off BP 

charging connection to the Auxiliary reservoir and as Auxiliary reservoir is 

connected to the brake cylinder thus brakes are applied. 

Release:- 

When the brake controller handle is put back to no.1 position BP pressure is 

getting recharged the greater pressure of the bulb side of TV pushes the 

piston away from the bulb towards the Auxiliary reservoir side. This causes 

exhaust port of TV to open and the pressure from the brake cylinders is 

vented to the atmosphere through the exhaust of HMV. 

Thus Auto brakes are released and the Auxiliary reservoir is reconnected 

with BP pipe and thereby recharging of pressure takes place. 

 

Working of Auto Lap 

When the Brake controller handle is moved from position No.3 to position 

No.4 and kept it back to position No.3 The auxiliary reservoir pressure when 

travelling to the brake cylinder starts reducing and when the pressure 

becomes slightly less than already lapped BP pressure the piston of the TV 

moves away slightly from the bulb. 
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This causes disconnection of Auxiliary reservoir from the brake cylinder 

simultaneously keeping exhaust port closed and the pressure in the brake 

cylinder is locked and thus Auto lap is achieved. 

 

Emergency Brake application:- 

When the brake controller is moved to position 5 

Full EP application is made possible by the BH and BA contacts. 

The auto application is made by the puppet valve group directly exhausting 

both the equalizing reservoir pressure and the Brake pipe itself directly 

connecting to the atmosphere. The pressure to the brake cylinder is limited 

to 1.2 /1.8 kg/cm2 by the additional limiting valve and safety valve. 

 

B. Parking brake 

Parking brakes are applied on PILH, P2RH, and P3LH & P4RH 

A) Procedure to apply parking brakes 

1) Ensure PB pressure. 

2) Ensure LV supply available 

3) Operate PB apply switch to DN 

4) Ensure PB Gauge read zero 

5) If parking brake apply switch defective then press DN plunger on PB 

valve 

6) If still PB not applied then operate PB cock (Yellow color) to across pipe 

B) Procedure to release parking brake 

1) Ensure MR pressure is normal 

2) Ensure LV supply is available 

3) Operate PB release switch to DN 

4) Ensure PB gauge read normal 

5) If PB release switch defective then press UP plunger on PB valve 

6) If PB not release then operate two or three time PB cock (yellow color) 

(Normal position parallel to pipe) 

7) If still PB is not releasing then pull release rope for all wheels and put the 

ring in on the outer bracket. 
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Chapter 14 

BCT, Testing of brake power  

and brake test boards 
 

BRAKE CONTINUITY TEST (BCT) 
 
This is a very important test, which is to be carried out by Motorman and Guard, 
when a rake is to taken out from stabling siding or from Car shed or from starting 

Station where TSRT has attended the Rake during Night Inspection. 
 

After getting the Rake No., Line No. from AYM, Motorman and Guard will go to their 
respective cabs and ensure “NOT TO BE MOVED” Board is not displayed in the cab. 

 
(BCT) BRAKE CONTINUITY TEST ON RAKE 
 

1. With the required MR pressure available the Motorman will open ICS and charge 

the brake pipe to its required value of 4.6 kg/cm2. 

2. When the BP is fully charged to 4.6 kg/cm2 the motorman will give 2-2-2 beats to 

the Guard. 

3. The guard on getting 2-2-2 beats from Motorman will observe the emergency gauge 

in his cab and if the required value of 4.6 kg/cm2 is registered in his gauge then he 

will give 2-2-2 beats to the Motorman. 

4. After getting 2-2-2 beats to the Motorman the guard will operate his emergency 

brake handle from its Normal position to Fully applied position and BP pressure will 

get destroyed to zero. He should then give 1-1-1 beat to the Motorman. 

5. When the motorman gets 1-1-1 beat from the guard he will observe the BP gauge 

in his cab and if he finds that BP pressure is reduced from its original value and 

repeats the same BC gauge registers 1.2 to 1.8 kg/cm2 he will confirm the reduction 

by repeating 1-1-1 beat to the Guard. 

6. The Guard on getting the confirmation beat 1-1-1 form the Motorman will put back 

the emergency brake handle to its position and recharge the Brake pipe. 

7. When the BP is recharged and the BC gauge shows zero then motorman will give 1-

2-1 beats to the Guard. 

8. When the Guard gets 1-2-1 beats he will check his emergency gauge and on seeing 

that the BP is fully charged to 4.6 kg/cm2 and BC gauge shows zero the he will 

repeat 1-2-1 beats to the Motorman. 

9. Motorman will then test the DMH handle. 

10. Motorman will make full EP application and after brakes cylinder gauge shows 1.2 

to 1.8 kg/cm2 he will give 1-3-1 beats to the Guard. 
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11. The Guard on getting 1-3-1 beats from Motorman will observe the brake cylinder 

pressure gauge in his cab. If the gauge reads 1.2 to 1.8 kg/cm2 he will inform the 

motorman by exchanging 1-3-1 beats. 

12. Motorman and Guard will then release the Hand brakes in their respective cabs 

and exchange 2-1-2 beats to confirm the release of brakes. 

13. In case of parking brakes. Operate the Parking brake switch to release position 

the parking gauge must show 4.6 kg/cm2 pressure. 

Advantages of BCT 

1. To confirm the continuity of BP pressure from one end to other end that all cock  

No. 12 is open and cock No. 15 of the end coaches is opened. 

2. It also confirms Continuity of A jumpers through signal bell no-1 

3. It also confirms the continuity of B jumpers since EP brakes are also applied to 

the last coach. 

4. Through signal bell no-2 continuity of C jumper is ensured. 

5. By observing normal lights and fans and control voltmeter reading continuity of D 

jumpers is ensured. 

6. By operating DMH it also confirms that cock No.3 is open in driving trailor. 

7. It confirms Hand brakes and Parking brakes are released on either ends. 

14.1Testing of Brake Power 

Motormen are required to assess the brake power of a rake in service after 

starting from a terminal station or from stabling depot. Brake test boards have 

been provided for this purpose. 

Testing procedure 

When MR & BP pressure are at “Normal level full brake application may be 

made by applying full EP Brake at the speed of 60 kmph on level straight track.  

The train should come to halt with in the distance of 4 normal OHE structure 

in non-peak hrs and 5 normal OHE structure during peak hrs (Morning peak 

(8:00hrs to 11:00) hrs Evening peak (17:00hrs to 20:00 hrs)). 

If the distance above mentioned is exceeded, it will be treated as a ‘brake loss’ 

and should be booked in defect book and reported to TSRT and LPC after 

working the train cautiously. 

The nominated stations for applying and testing auto brakes is as under as 

per operating instruction No.11/2013 dated 05.07.2013 
 

       DC & Retro Rakes:- 
     1. At Ghatkopar    –For all UP & DN M/L and L/L trains (All 24 hrs). 
     2. At VDLR    - For all AD & BA bound trains (All 24 hrs). 

     3. At GTBN           - For all CLA HB side trains (All 24 hrs). 
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     4. At GNSL           - For all UP & DN Trans HB trains (All 24 hrs). 
  

  
Brake Feel Test for all DC, AC-DC Rakes:- 

 
   After starting the train from starting station or destination M/Man must 
apply auto / EP brakes to test the effectiveness of auto brakes without actual 

stopping the train (SR 4.18.5, GR 4.32.1 (C)). 
 

14.2Brake test board 

 

Sr No. Section DN UP 

1 HB LINE 

1) SVS-VDLR  
KM:- 07.16 

1) VDLR-SVS 
KM:-08.05 

2) MNKD-VSH 

Km:-22.10 

2) VSH-MNKD 

KM:-23.04 

3)KHAG-MANR 

KM:-42.02 

3) MANR-KHAG 

KM:-42.08 

2 THROUGH LINE 

1) CRD-PR 

KM:-06.09 

1) DI-DW 

KM:-45.10 

2) CLA-VVH 

KM:-16.11 

2)CLA-SIN 

KM:-14.06 

3 LOCAL LINE NIL 

1) TNA-MLND 
KM:-31.09 

2) PR-CRD 
KM:-06.09 

4 SE SECTION 
BUD-VGI 

KM:-70.02 

1)KJT-BVS 
KM:-97.08 

2) VGI-BUD  
KM:-70.07 
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Chapter 15 

Auxiliary Warning System (AWS) 
 

A) Special instruction of AWS 

 Whenever AWS mal operates on any signal protecting the crossover points: do 

not switch OFF ISU.  Let the Train come to halt, press the GREEN Reset 

Button.  After brake pipe is recharged and brakes released, start the Train and 

be vigilant and cautious and be prepared to stop short of any obstruction. Keep 

a watch on cross over points and resume normal speed only after passing the 

next signal. 

2) Whenever AWS mal operates on any signal not protecting cross over points, 

apply full EP brakes and switch OFF ISU only if you are sure that the signal 

was OFF.  Before starting, switch ON AWS and proceed cautiously and be 

prepared to stop short of any obstruction. 

3) In case AWS mal operates and Emergency Brakes apply, switch OFF ISU 

and stop the Train on service brake and switch ON AWS again through ISU as 

per procedure. 

4) In case the signal is ON before climbing SNRD Ramp SignalH-07 on Down 

HB line and Reay Road Ramp Signal H-18, wait for 3 minutes in the rear of the 

signal, Switch OFF ISU, observe GR 9.02 and SR 9.02 (1-5).  Climb the Ramp 

and after reaching the Station, switch ON ISU as per procedure. 

5) While climbing the Ramps, if AWS mal operates and acts falsely without any 

signal, switch OFF AWS, bring the Train up to the Platform without stopping 

the Train on ramp. On arrival at EMU Halt mark, switch ON ISU as per 

procedure. 

6) Whenever AWS mal functions while entering into a Platform and the train is 

likely to stop in the middle of the Platform, switch OFF ISU, and draw the Train 

up to EMU Halt mark, without stopping in the middle of the platform.  After 

switch ON ISU as per procedure and work the Train further. 

7) While working UP Trains from PNVL, KHPI, KJT, BUD, ABH, KSRA, ASO & 

TLA, switch ON ISU, note down the counter readings at the starting station.  In 

the DN Direction the AWS should be switched OFF only after reaching 

destination/Carshed/Sidings.  Keep the AWS ON from Start to destination 

irrespective of AWS section or not.  This will also apply to PA-LNL-PA section. 
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8) In case AWS mal operates and acts falsely on any two consecutive signals or 

three signals in one direction of the journey, AWS should be isolated by 

switching OFF the ISU and the defects should be made in the Defect Book. 

Report the same the EMU controller and LPC (Sub) immediately. Same entry 

should be made in the AWS Defect Register which is kept with respective 

Suburban Lobby. 

9) If AWS acts falsely 3 times in a trip and isolated by the previous Motorman, 

before starting from the Terminal station, switch ON the AWS and try again. If 

the AWS again acts falsely on the second trip, then isolate the AWS by 

switching OFF the ISU and by closing both AWS cocks.  Before restarting from 

the spot, entry must be made in the Defect Book and inform EMU Controller 

and LPC (Sub) immediately. 

B) ABBREVIATION FOR NOTING SIGNAL/MAGNET DEFECT DURING AWS 

WORKING 

A Emergency brakes on Green Signal  

B Emergency brakes on Double Yellow signal 

C Emergency brakes on Yellow Signal 

D Emergency brakes on Additional Magnet 

E Emergency brakes without Magnet or Signal 

F Emergency brakes at stand still 

P P Emergency brakes on signal Green to 

Double Yellow 

Q Emergency brakes on signal Green to Yellow 

R Emergency brakes on signal Double yellow to 
Yellow 

Aux  Emergency brakes on ‘A’ Board/’A’ 
Marker/AG Light/’G’ Board/Calling 

ON/Shunt signal/Blank signal with 
permissive board or authority. 
 

 

While working on AWS if the authorized speed is exceeded 

 

Speed Exceeded AWS Action 

By 1kmph Intermittent hooter 

By 5 kmph Continuous hooter/traction 

interruption/red light flashing with 
service brake. 

By 10 kmph Continuous hooter/Traction 
interruption/Red light steady with 
emergency brakes. 
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Reverse movements 

 

1 When the rake moves 2 

meters in reverse 

Service brake 

with hooter. 

2 When the rake moves 5 
meters in reverse 

Emergency 
brake with 

hooter. 

 

NOTE: In both cases brakes will release automatically when train comes to 

halt. 

AWS applies emergency brakes & release automatically under following 

conditions: 

1) Whenever the speed of 38 kmph is exceeded by 10 kmph in 110 Mtrs zone. 

2) Whenever the speed of 15 kmph is exceeded by 10 kmph after passing all 

permissible signals (7-conditions) 

3) Whenever the speed of 30/45 kmph is exceeded by 10 kmph after passing 

clamping magnet. 

4) Whenever Train rolls back by 5 meters 

5) Whenever the maximum permissible speed of the rake is exceeded by 10 

kmph. 

AWS applies emergency brakes & not release automatically under 

following conditions: 

1) On passing Red signal 

2) Vigilance button not pressed within 4 seconds after passing Yellow signal 

3) Vigilance button not pressed within 4 seconds on passing all permissive 

signals at ON 

4) Vigilance button not pressed within 4 seconds on passing Clamping Magnet 

5) While passing Test Magnet 

6) Halt not made within 100 meters short of Red signal. 

7) SFBB not pressed on getting T-369 (3b) 

8) Failure of LV supply in cab or AWS MCB tripping. 

9) Incomplete information from Track Magnet 

10) Incomplete evaluation by C.E.U. 

Only after the train has come to halt press Green release button for release of 

brakes. 
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Chapter 16 

Important TSR 

 
Important TSR numbers for M/man 

1. TSR No.4:-Fire on Electrical Equipment 

2. TSR No.5:-fusing or heating causing fire. Do not drop Panto stationary. 

3. TSR No.9:-Message to LPC through TCOR 

4. TSR No.10:-Staff to give quick information to traffic Controller. 

5. TSR No.20:- Regarding personal safety 

6. TSR No.27:-Entering shed 6 Kmph 

7. TSR No.29:-Not to enter dead section 

8. TSR No.34:-Precaution for TSRT’s working M/man to hand over reverser. 

9. TSR No.42:-Testing of brakes. 

10. TSR No.43:-Leaving shed speed 6 kmph 

11. TSR No.44:-No authorized entry in D/cab 

12. TSR No.45:-4 persons including M/man in D/cab 

13. TSR No.67:-M/man forbidden to place reverser in neutral when train is in 

motion. 

14. TSR No.68:-Concerning defective DMH 

15. TSR No.69:-Changing of destination Board by M/man 

16. TSR No.71:-signal code between M/man & Guard 

17. TSR No.90:-Precaution during power failure on gradient Apply hand 

brake/wedges. Also refer TSR No. 113, 114. 

18. TSR No.109:-Brake testing of units in shed. 

19. TSR No.113:-Power failure for more than 3” M/man to inform TCOR + do 

protection. 

20. TSR No.117:-T.M.OL. Relay not to be reset when unit tripping substation 

21. TSR No.119:-Action to be taken by M/man on noticing defective OHE. 

22. TSR No. 121:-Obstruction on line ahead leave DMH. 

23. TSR No.122:-Driving from the rear cab. 

24. TSR No.125:-Advise to TCOR when working under TSR 122. 
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Chapter 17 

GOOD WORKING HABITS 
 

 

1. Take complete rest before appearing on duty  

2. S/ON at the prescribed time and acquaint yourself with the latest circulars, 

caution orders, RSOB, Safety Circulars, Safety Bulletin etc. 

3. Motorman should present himself for breath analyzer test. 

4. Be ready at the driving end 5 minutes prior to departure. 

5. As the train is on the platform quick general survey should be made to observe 

anything unusual. Also check the driving and before entering the cab. 

6. Check that all Motor coach doors are closed. 

7. Open ICS, switch on ISU, put on EP and control switches. 

8. Check the head code and read the defect and for any defects or isolation. 

9. After BP is charged, conduct the BCT if necessary. 

10. Test the DMH and EP brakes give four EP application and release hand brakes, 

parking brakes if found applied. 

11. Check all cab lights, also head light, Blinker and Audio visual. 

12. Switch ON AWS and do functional test. 

13. Keep the time table and detail book and caution order available for ready 

reference. 

14. Keep the doors closed for your personal safety when the train is in motion. 

15. The Motorman side door must be closed when train is in motion. 

16. Check all safety items in cab like M/max, W/wedges, Blinker, and Flasher. 

17. All safety items of M/man’s personal stores should be kept up to date and ready 

for use. 

18. M/man should also be in position of valid health card and competency 

certificate. 
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TROUBLE SHOOTING 
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1. Unit not responding 

 

A. Hints for unit not responding 

 

1) HV supply available & VCBs are closed. 

2) Check LV supply adequate. 

3) Ensure adequate MR pressure 6-7 kg/cm2 . 

4) Ensure BP pressure 4.6 kg/cm2 . 

5) All MCBs are set and fuses are intact behind M/Man seat. 

6) Control MCB is set. 

7) DCS / BL Key is ON. 

8) Control switch is ON. 

9) Ensure ICS is fully opened.  Operate for 2-3 times. 

10) Check the continuity of ‘C’ jumper by SB-II ( ‘B’ jumper by SB II in 

ICF rake ) or by ‘C’ jumper continuity indication in Retrofit.   

11) Reset TMOL and try. 

12) Switch off AWS and try. 

13) Try in reverse.  If responding, then work as per TSR-122. 

14) Try from rear cab - TSR-122. 

15) If not successful, couple up within 30 minutes and clear the 

section. 

 

 

B. No H.T. supply but control voltmeter reading 

 

Symptoms:- 

 

1) OHE voltmeter MCB set, its fuse & Aux II main fuse are intact.  But OHE 

voltmeter will read zero in ICF rake.  

2) OHE fail & all VCB open indications will glow. 

3) Gradual drop in MR and BP. 

4) Both Battery Charger fail & Aux supply rectifier trip indication will glow 

continuously as long as the VCB close button is pressed and hold.  When 

the button is released, these indications will go OFF.  It shows that there 

is no OHE supply available / LTR is not picked up.   

 

Action:- 

 

1. Ensure that MR pressure is adequate, if not then start baby compressor. 

2. Ensure all Pantos are UP or raise it and touching the OHE contact wire. 

3. Close VCB and ensure it by its indication lamps.  Also set compressors. 
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4. When OHE power is restored and VCBs are closed, proceed normally 

after starting compressors. 

5. If OHE supply is not holding, troubleshoot for ‘Unit tripping substation 

stationary’. 

6. Contact LPC / TPC and follow their instructions. 

7. If OHE supply is not available for a long period, then take action as per 

instructions for prolonged power failure.   

 

 

C. H.T. Supply available, but L.V. failure 

 

Symptoms:- 

 

1. Control voltmeter will read zero or less than 80 V DC. 

2. Indication lamp panel blank. 

3. AWS EMV de-energizes, causing BP destruction. 

4. On taking notch, MST light will not glow & unit will not respond. 

 

Action: 
 

1) Ensure that BIS is in ‘ON’ condition in Ist M/Ch.  (Provided in DTC 

itself in ICF rake) 

2) Ensure that control voltmeter MCB (0 to 150 V) (behind insp. seat) is 

set. 

3) Control fuse (Behind M/man seat) is in healthy condition and BL key 

is ON in ICF rake. 

4) Ensure that Control MCB set, Control Switch are ON.   

5) Ensure that DCS switches are ON in retrofit rake. 

6) Operate Emergency toggle switches for Control & Cab supply and try 

to set VCB. 

7) Bypass GS-4 (Aux. Comp Governor) in cab to confirm availability of 

LV supply in ICF rake after ensuring its MCB is set. 

8) If Battery is down in Ist M/ch, operate Control Change Over Switch 

(CCOS) & try.  CCOS is in Driving cab itself in ICF rake.  When VCB is 

closed, keep back CCOS in normal. 

9) If LV supply is still not available, then secure the train and ensure 

that ‘D’ jumper is intact behind first coach for normal Cab and 

Control supply in retrofit.  Also ensure ‘B’ jumpers are intact (EP 

Brake) in retrofit.  ‘B’ and ‘C’ jumpers in ICF rake.  
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10) Also avail double selection by operating Change Over Switch in 

second M/CH (from front). If successful then proceed up to 

destination. 

11) If control supply is not available, then try from the rear cab. if 

responding then work as per TSR-122. 

12) If not responding from rear cab also for want of control supply even 

after above troubleshooting, then couple up and clear the section. 

 

 

 

D. H.T. & L.T. supply are available but not responding 

 

Symptoms: 

 

1. On taking a notch, MST indication will glow continuously and unit will 

not respond. 

2. All VCB trip Indications may glow. 

 

Action: 

 

1. Ensure that Master Control MCB set, Control Switch ON, DCS / B.L key 

ON, ICS ON.  Operate DCS / B.L. key and ICS for two to three times. 

2. If Master control MCB is not holding then trouble shoot for “Master 

control MCB tripping stationary”. 

3. Ensure that VCBs are set, compressors are working and MR & BP 

pressure are normal. 

4. Switch OFF AWS & try. 

5. ‘C’ jumper behind leading coach should be intact.  Check for ‘C’ jumper 

continuity.  (‘B’ jumper in ICF rake).   

6. If not responding then remove ‘C’ jumper behind second M/CH & try 

from front cab. (‘B’ Jumper in ICF rake).  If responding, then proceed to 

destination.   

7. If not responding, TSR 122. 

8. If still not responding then couple up and clear the section. 
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2. Particular Motor coach is not coming on power 

 

Symptoms: 

 

1. On taking a notch MST & particular unit fault light will illuminate 

continuously.  

2. Defective motor coach ammeter will read zero in ICF rake. 

3. VCB open light may glow. 

4. PRV indication light may glow along with VCB open indication. 

5. Rectifier fuse blown indication may glow. 

 

Action: 

 

1. Reset TMOL (Control switch OFF position) & try. 

2. Then set the VCB by VCB close button if VCB of any particular coach is 

opened. 

3. If VCB is tripped in particular units & not setting after resetting TMOL 

and two or more Motor coaches are available, then work up to TSRT 

depot / destination.  If it is required to avail additional Motor coaches, 

then follow as below.   

4. Ensure ‘C’ jumper end to end continuity ( SB II ).  ‘B’ jumper in ICF rake.    

5. Bypass GS-1 (Cont. Gov.), GS-2 (Equip. Gov.) & GS-5 (Parking Brake 

Gov.). 

6. Ensure that individual motor coach MCBs for shunt, half notch, full 

power, Reverser For & Rev are set. 

7. Ensure CBAR, TTR, RFAR and NVR are set. 

8. If CBAR acted, Rectifier fuse blown indication will come in indication 

panel.  Then one pair of traction motor to be isolated through MCS1 ( TM 

1&2) or MCS 2 ( TM 3&4) & try.  Never wedge CBR or reset CBAR. 

9. If TTR acted, try to set manually (one time). If set, proceed to destination. 

If acted again, it indicates that oil temperature is above 750c.  Ensure 

that oil pump, KF-1 & KF-2 MCBs are set and fuses are intact.  When 

the oil temperature comes below 750c, that M/Ch will come on power 

automatically.  Never wedge TTR. 

10. If RFAR acted, ensure RF MCB is set and fuse is intact.  Check RF 

motor.  If working normally, then pack RFAR relay.  Check the working of 

RF regularly. 

11. If SR is not set, ensure NVR is picked up.  Ensure NVR MCB & VCB 

fault MCB are set.  If MCB are set, wedge NVR in energized condition.  If 

NVR is in set condition, tap SR for 2-3 times & clean its interlocks.  If not 
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successful, cutout motor one by one & try.   

( SR can be wedged only to clear the section if the train is detained ) 

12. Ensure that equipment cock in HTC is in normal position. 

13. If leakage noticed in switch group-1 or switch group-2 or tap changer in 

under gear, then close the equipment cock in HTC.  Work with remaining 

motor coaches.   

 

3. VCB tripping 

 

Symptoms: 

 

1. VCB Open indication will illuminate continuously. 

2. OHE fail indication will glow continuously. 

3. Unit fault indication will glow along with MST on taking notch. 

4. PRV indication may glow. 

5. OHE voltmeter in defective M/CH will read zero. 

 

Action: 

 

1. Reset TMOL and then try to close VCB by its close button. 

2. If PRV indication is illuminating, try to reset TMOL for once.  If PRV 

indication goes and if the PRV indication comes again immediately after 

closing the VCB then do not reset TMOL again since OLP / EFRP is to be 

set only for once.   

3. If EFRP trips again, isolate one pair of traction motor through MCS-1 or 

MCS-2.  If unsuccessful, operate HEFRP to fault position. If OLP trips 

again, then isolate the Motor coach by Panto Cock.  Operate Emergency 

toggle switch or CCOS to EM-1/EM-2 for cab supply if it is first M/Coach 

and no battery supply available from there.  Work with remaining 

M/CHs. 

4. If BIR acted, PRV indication will come along with VCB open indication of 

that particular M/Ch.  But not resettable with TMOL.  Then try to set it 

manually (one time).   If acted again, then it indicates that gas pressure 

in BUD.  Remove gas from BUD.  Then BIR will be set automatically, set 

the VCB. 

5. Ensure that VCB fault MCB is set in M/Ch. 

6. If EFRA-II acted, then set EFRA-II through push button.  If set then 

proceed to destination, if not, then operate HEFRA-II to fault position & 

again set EFRA-II.  Set VCB and proceed to destination. 

7. Ensure that TSS is on Run. 
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8. Check for LTR MCB is set, reset it.  If not successful, operate HOBA and 

reset.  If LTR MCB is set and not energizing, then wedge it.   

 

Precaution : - Switch OFF MP & Compressors and then trip VCB when 

OHE goes OFF.  When OHE restores, start compressor after closing the 

VCB. 

 

9. Ensure the continuity of B jumper in Retrofit and A jumper in ICF for 

electrical reset of VCB. 

10. Operate ABR & ARR for manual closing of VCB if electrically not 

possible. 

11. If VCB trips in traction repeatedly, then isolate all traction motors 

of defective M/ch by MCS-1 & MCS-2, reset TMOL and set VCB.  Proceed 

to destination with remaining M/CHs. 

 

4. Master control MCB tripping 

 

A) On notches 

 

Symptoms: 

 

1. Traction ammeter will read zero. 

2. Unit will not respond. 

 

Action: 

 

1. Reset MCB and try.  

2. If tripping in full power, then reset and work in shunt & half power up to 

TSRT depot / destination.   

3. If again tripping or tripping in shunt notch, then remove ‘C’ jumper 

behind the second M/CH and try from front cab (‘B’ Jumper in ICF rake) 

and try.  If responding proceed to destination / TSRT Depot.  

( On return trip, if TSRT is not available, then couple up ‘C’ jumper and 

find out the defective III or IV M/coach by tripping its individual Control 

MCBs for Shunt, Half power, Full power & Reverser For/Rev). 

4. If not setting from front then try from rear cab as per TSR-122.  

5. If still MCB is not holding then couple up and clear the section. 

 

B) Stationary 

 

Symptoms: 
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1) Traction ammeter will read zero. 

2) Unit will not respond. 

 

Action: 

 

1) Reset and try.  If ok, proceed normally. 

2) If again tripping, operate HOBA to fault position in all M/CH & try to reset. 

3) If not holding, work as per “TSR-122”. 

 

5. Brake Binding 

 

Symptoms: 

 

1) Sluggish movement and on switching OFF power speed drops rapidly. 

2) Brake cylinder gauge may read. 

3) Report by passengers or Guard of peculiar burning smell and smoke from 

under gear. 

 

Action: 

 

1) Ensure Full BP pressure. 

2) Give 2 to 3 EP full applications and try. 

3) If not successful, then stop the train at a suitable location and secure by 

parking brake / Hand Brake and wedges.  Keep the ICS fully open and 

brake controller handle is in released position. 

4) M/Man before going for troubleshooting will inform guard to be alert and 

secure the train. 

5) Proceed to each coach and operate the release valve by its wire.  The 

defective coach will release with a hissing sound.  Close EP cock (Cock 8) or 

both EP cock & Auto cock (Cock- 8 & 15) (RCR).  Physically ensure that 

brakes are released, if not, close both individual Bogie brake isolating cocks 

(Cock-14) and ensure physically. 

6) If brake binding is in end coaches, then close only EP supply cock (Cock-8) 

(RCR) and thus try to avoid the train non-automatic and ensure physically.  

If not successful close both the cock no. 8 & 15 (RCR) or both cock no. 14.  

If only one bogie of end coaches is affected, then close its individual bogie 

brake isolating cock only and avoid the train non automatic.  

7) If still brake binding is felt in a particular bogie due to mechanical failure or 

locking of brake equipment which cannot be released after closing the 

particular bogie cock, find out particular pair of wheel or bogie brakes 
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jammed due to wheel lock.  Give correct information to LPC and wait for 

TSRT. 

 

Note:- 

 

1. If passengers / Guard are complaining and smell/smoke/fire is coming 

from a particular bogie, Motorman can directly attend that coach. 

 

6. EP brakes not releasing on entire train 

 

Symptoms: 

 

1) Brake cylinder gauge will read even though brake controller handle is in 

release position. 

2) Unit will not move. 

 

Action: 

 

1) Ensure full MR & BP pressure. 

2) Give 2 to 3 EP full applications and try.  If ok, then proceed normally. 

3) Operate ICS for 2-3 times and try. 

4) Switch OFF AWS and try. 

5) Switch off EP B.L. switch, if released then work on Auto. 

6) If still not releasing, secure the train.  Also inform the Guard for securing.  

Then disconnect ‘B’ jumper behind IInd M/CH (‘A’ jumper in ICF rake). The 

healthy portion will release with a hissing sound.  The defective portion will 

have to be released manually after closing EP supply cock (RCR) of each 

unreleased coach.  

Note : - In this case VCB set/trip, Panto raising/lowering, EP brake and 

indication continuity are not available beyond the disconnection.  Hence 

Pantos of the coaches beyond disconnection to be lowered.        

7) If front portion is healthy, then work with reduced speed cautiously up to 

destination. 

8) If rear portion is healthy, then work to clear the section under “TSR-122”. 

9) In case of emergency, auto brake will be available for the entire train.  But 

may be required to release the train again. 

 

Note:- 

In the event of failure of EP brake system and motorman has to work on Auto 

brake, GS-1 (CCG) may be bypassed to enable immediate restarting of a train 

on gradient with less BP pressure due to auto application. 
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7. Unit tripping sub-station 

 

A) On notches 

 

1) With Action of earth fault relays 

 

Symptoms: 

 

1) OHE voltmeter will read zero. (In ICF Rake) 

2) VCB open indications will glow. (In both types of rake) 

3) OHE fail indication will glow. 

4) PRV Indication may glow. 

 

Action: 

 

1) Set VCB at intervals to ensure whether OHE power is restored. 

2) After restoration of power, do not reset TMOL switch (As per TSR-117).   

( However reset the TMLR only once so that the rake is not detained for 

more than 5 minutes for want of TSRT ) 

3) On taking a notch if unit is moving but VCB trip indication illuminating 

continuously, it indicates that the earth fault relays or OL-1 to OL-6 of a 

particular motor coach acted.  Work with the remaining M/CHs. 

4) In ICF, if defect in leading coach, isolate all motors through MCS-1 & 

MCS-2, which are provided behind the Driving cab.  Then set TMOL and 

VCB. 

 

NOTE : -  

 

Both Battery Charger fail & Aux supply rectifier trip indications will glow 

continuously as long as the VCB close button is pressed and hold.  When 

the button is released, these indications will go OFF.  It shows that there 

is no OHE supply available / LTR is not picked up.   

 

2) Without action of earth fault relays. 

 

Symptoms: 

 

After restoration of power, on taking a notch if sub-station trips again 

without resetting TMOL, it indicates that defect in H.T. circuit and earth 

fault relay has not acted. 
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Action: 

 

1) If tripping in full power without action of earth fault relay, then when 

power is restored on taking a notch normal MSTWL will appear but again 

in full power sub-station will trip.  Then work up to half power. 

2) If tripping in shunt and half power notch, trouble shoot by cutting out 

both MCOS in M/CH at a time.  Test independently and isolate defective 

M/CH causing tripping of substation.  Rake can be worked in all notches 

with remaining M/CHs. 

 

B) Unit tripping sub-station stationary or without notching. 

 

1) Without action of earth fault relays. 

 

Symptoms: 

 

1) VCB open indications will glow. 

2) OHE fail indication will glow. 

3) OHE voltmeter reading & comes back to zero in ICF. 

4) PRV Indication may glow. 

5) Unit will not respond. 

6) Both Battery Charger fail & Aux supply rectifier trip indications will glow 

continuously as long as the VCB close button is pressed and hold.  When 

the button is released, these indications will go OFF.  It shows that there 

is no OHE supply available / LTR is not picked up.   

 

Action: 

 

1) Contact to traction power controller or LPC and know the reason for 

power failure. When asked to troubleshoot for unit tripping sub-station 

stationary or if the train is held up in section for OHE supply and no 

contact can be made then troubleshoot as follows. 

2) Press Panto down switch to lower all Pantographs. 

3) Raise Pantograph and set VCB one by one manually from M/CH.  On 

raising leading Pantograph, if sub-station is not tripping it indicates 

Panto is healthy and power is holding now.  Start the auxiliaries and see 

the power is not tripping. 

4) Similarly test the other M/CHs by raising their Pantograph, closing VCB 

& starting their auxiliary and find out the culprit M/Ch.   The motor 

coach by which the sub-station is tripping, keep that Panto lowered and 

work with other M/CHs. 
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5) If any smoke or unusual noise noticed in a particular M/CH or if any 

report by passengers / Guard, directly isolate that M/CH completely and 

work with remaining M/CHs. 

 

8. All Compressors not working 

 

Symptoms: 

 

1) Gradual drop in MR & BP will be noticed. 

2) Unit will not respond when BP is dropped. 

3) Auto brake will come. 

 

Action: 

 

1) Ensure Compressor MCB is set and start the compressor with its Start 

button. 

2) Bypass Main Comp. Governor ( GS3 ) and try.  If comp. started, proceed 

to destination. 

3) If Comp. Gov. MCB is not holding, then operate HOBA to fault position in 

all M/CHs and try. 

4) If again tripping, then remove “B” jumper behind second M/CH (‘A’ 
Jumper in ICF) & try to reset Compressor from front or rear cab.  If 

compressor is set, proceed to destination.  Work the train on Auto 
brakes.  

 

 
9. MR Pressure dropping (ICF) 

 
Symptoms: 

 

1) Gradual / sudden Pressure drop of MR & BP will be noticed. 

2) Unit will not respond. 

3) Auto brake will come. 

 

Action: 

 

1) Stop the train on emergency.   

2) Close the ICS 

3) Put ON flasher light and protect the opposite line if required. 

 

A) Gradual drop in MR pressure. 
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It may be due to one or more comp. not working in this case troubleshoot 

for comp not working 

 

B) When sudden drop in MR pressure is noticed. 

 

1) If leakage on Main reservoir drain cock due to damage, then try to plug 

it. 

2) If leakage is on leading “B” coach MR train line pipe, close MR isolating 

cock no.11 & 12.  Lower & isolate the Pantograph, isolate Parking brake, 

CCOS to be selected and work as per “TSR-122”. 

3) If leakage is beyond EP supply cock no.8, close the EP supply cock. 

Release the coach and work from front.  Self-lapping and EP indication 

will not be available. 

4) If leakage is on “B” coach roof then isolate Panto cock by operating 

Panto.  CCOS to be selected, proceed to destination. 

5) If leakage is on any coach flexible hose pipe between M/CH & T/CH or 

T/CH to T/CH, then close MR coach isolating cock at both ends of hose 

pipe.  Avoid using auto brakes if only one compressor is charging the 

entire BP pipe.  Proceed to destination. 

6) If leakage is in air suspension system, then isolate the cock provided 

before the air suspension reservoir.  After arresting the leakage, the train 

should be worked at a reduced speed of 60 kmph and proceed up to 

destination. 

7) If leakage is on middle “B” coach on train line pipe, lower & isolate the 

Panto.  Close MR isolating cock no.11 on both sides of the coach and 

CCOS to be selected.  Proceed to destination. 

8) If MR pressure leakage noticed on train line pipe/flexible pipe (Trailer 

coach) close MR isolating cock no-11 on both sides and proceed up to 

destination. 

9) If there is MR pressure leakage and pressure comes to zero then parking 

brakes will be applied automatically.  Then troubleshoot as per 

procedure to release the parking brake. 

 

 

10. BP pressure dropping (ICF) 

 

Symptoms: 

 

1) B.P. pressure gauge will show less. 

2) Unit may not respond or one or two M/CHs may not come on power. 

3) Auto brake will come. 
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Note:- 

 

On closing of ICS, if MR starts reading normal and BP pressure drops to zero, 

this will confirm BP leakage. 

Action: 

 

1) Ensure that cab supply is available or do trouble shoot for it. 

2) Keep the ICS ON. 

3) Secure the train and inform the guard to be more vigilant. 

4) Ensure Guards Emergency handle is “Normal” in both cab.  

5) If leakage from DMH pilot valve, close DMH isolating cock (cock-3) and 

work as per “TSR-68”. 

6) If leakage is beyond auto supply cock (cock-15) up to EP auto unit on 

end coach, close both auto and EP supply cocks (Cock-15 & 8).   Release 

the coach and work from front as non-automatic train. 

7) If both auto & EP supply cocks (Cock-15 &8) are required to be closed on 

any coach in between end coaches due to leakage beyond auto supply 

cock (cock-15), the train can be worked normally from the front.  The 

only disadvantage is that no brakes will be available in that coach.   

8) If leakage on BP train line pipe of leading M/CH, isolate BP isolating 

cocks (cock-12) at both the end of the coach.  Release the coaches and 

work from rear since more number of coaches can be charged with BP 

pressure.  (Train will be non-automatic). 

9) If leakage is due to BP flexible hose pipe between two coaches, close the 

cocks (cock-12) at both ends of hose pipe.  Release the coaches and work 

from the side where more number of coaches can be charged with BP 

pressure.  (Train will be non-automatic). 

10) When BP pressure leakage is noticed anywhere beyond first coach 

either on train line pipe then close BP isolating cock (cock-12) of the 

coach at both ends, work from the side where more number of coaches 

can be charged with BP (Train Non Automatic). 

 

 

11) MR PRESSURE DROPPING DUE TO LEAKAGES (Retro) 

 

Symptoms: 

 

1.  MR Gauge shows gradual/rapid drop of MR & BP pressure. 

2.  Unit may not respond. 

3.  Auto brake may come. 
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Action: 

 

1) Stop the train on emergency brakes. 

2) Put ON Flasher & protect the opposite line if required. 

3) Close ICS 

4) Close MR coach isolating cock-11 behind 1st M/Coach 

 

 

Leakage in C Coach: (Driving Trailer) 

1) EP Auto Unit to Cock No.8: Close Cock No.8 & work from front on 

Auto. 

2) Supplementary Reservoir Drain cock worked out: Plug and work, if 

not close cock No. 11 & 12, release and work as per TSR-122 ( Train will 

become non automatic.  If supplementary additional cock is provided, 

close it, release the coach and work from front normally.  EP will not be 

available for 1st Coach. 

3) Leakage on Metallic Pipe: Close Cock No. 11 & 12, release and work as 

per TSR-122 (Train Will become Non Automatic). 

4) MR Leakage on Flexible Pipe of 1st& 2nd coach: Close Cock No. 11 on 

both sides, release the Driving Trailer and work as per TSR-122. 

5) If leakage in Horn Reservoir/cock/pipe:Plug it, if leakage in Horn 

reservoir, isolate it by cock No.1,  If horn not sounding, Max. speed is 

25/8 kmph. 

 

Leakage on 1st M/Coach: 

1) Leakage from EP/Auto Unit to Cock No.8: Close Cock No. 8, release 

the coach and work normally 

2) Leakage on MR Train Line pipe: Close cock No. 11 on both side of 

coach, isolate the Panto, release both the coaches, obtain light and fan 

selection and work as per TSR-122. 

3) Leakage from Pantograph to cock No. 5: Close cock No. 5, isolate the 

Panto, obtain control selection, work from front.   

4) Leakage from CMG to cock No.9:  Close cock No. 9, trip Compressor 

MCB & work 

5) Leakage from Compressor to cock No. 10: Close cock No. 10, trip 

Compressor MCB and work with remaining Compressors. 

 

Leakage between 2nd, 3rd, 4th M/Coach: 

1) Leakage on HTC: Close Cock No. 11 on both side, lower and isolate the 

Panto, obtain selection. 
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2) Leakage from Compressor to cock No. 10: Close cock No. 10, switch 

OFF Compressor and work normally from front. 

3) Leakage from EP/Auto Unit to Cock No.8: Close Cock No.8, release and 

work normally from front. 

 

MR Leakages on other Coaches in between: 

1) Leakage on train line/Flexible pipe:Close Cock No. 11 on both sides of 

the coach or either end of hose pipe and work normally. 

 

Leakage on Last C Coach 

1) Supplementary Reservoir Drain cock worked out: Close both MR and 

BP coach isolating cock No. 11 & 12 of C Coach, release the last coach 

work from front as “Non Automatic”.  If supplementary additional cock is 

provided, close it, release the coach and work from front normally. 

 

 
12.  BP PRESSURE DROPPING (Retro) 

 

Symptoms: 

 

1) BP pressure gauge shows gradual/rapid drop of pressure 

2) Unit may not respond or one or more M/coaches may not come on 

power. 

 

Action: 

1) On closing ICS, if MR gauge reads normal and BP pressure drops to ‘0’ it 

will confirm BP leakage. 

2) Ensure that cab supply is available or do trouble shoot for it. 

3) If AWS MCB is tripped, set it. If still tripping, switch OFF ISU, close both 

AWS cocks and work normally (after trouble shooting in front cab same 

should be checked in rear cab). 

4) If leakages on DMH handle to cock-3, close Cock No. 3 and work as per 

TSR-68. 

5) Ensure Guards Emergency handle is “Normal” in both cab.  

 

Leakage on leading C-Coach: 

1) Leakage after Cock No. 15: Close cock No. 8 & 15, release Coach and 

work from front as “Non automatic”. 

2) Leakage on BP Train line pipe or hose pipe: Close cock No. 12 behind 

leading Driving Trailer, release the Coach and work from rear (since more 
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number of coaches are available on Auto Brakes) Train becomes “Non 

Automatic” 

BP Leakage on in between coaches: 

1) Leakage after cock No.15: Close cock no. 8 & 15, release Coach and 

work normally from front. 

2) Leakage on BP Train line pipe or hose pipe: Close cock No. 12, release 

the Coach and work from where more number of coaches are available on 

Auto Brakes)  Train becomes “Non automatic” 

Leakage on Last C-Coach: 

1) Leakage after cock No.15:Close cock No. 8 & 15, release Coach and 

work as “Non Automatic” work from front. 

2) Leakage on BP Train line pipe or hose pipe:Close cock No. 12, release 

the Coach and work from front.  Train becomes “Non Automatic” 

3)  

 

13. Panto sparking badly 

 

Action: 

1) Press trip VCB and Panto DN switch to lower all the Pantographs while 

the train is in motion 

2) Ensure visually that all Panto and OHE are normal 

3) Isolate the sparking Pantograph & select control change over switch in 

cab 

4) Raise the other Pantographs by pressing Panto Up switch, set TMOL & 

close VCB. 

 

14. All Pantographs coming down 

 

Symptoms: 

1) Pressure drop in MR & BP will be noticed 

2) All VCB indications will glow. 

3) OHE fail indication will glow. 

4) Unit will not respond. 

5) MR & BP pressure will drop. 

6) OHE voltmeter will read zero in ICF. 

7) Both Battery Charger fail & Aux supply rectifier trip indications will glow 

continuously as long as the VCB close button is pressed and hold.  When 

the button is released, these indications will go OFF.  It shows that there 

is no OHE supply available / LTR is not picked up.   
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Action: 

 

1) Stop the train and close ICS. 

2) Ensure MR pressure above 5.5 kg/cm2 in duplex gauge. 

3) If MR pressure is above 5.5 kg/cm2 in duplex gauge, press VCB trip 

switch, then operate all Panto Up switch.  Then operate TMOL (Control 

switch OFF position) reset switch and operate VCB set switch.  Ensure 

CR set, otherwise operate compressor set switch and proceed to 

destination. 

4) If MR pressure is below 5.5 kg/cm2 in duplex gauge, press VCB close 

switch and ensure baby compressor in HTC started to work.  Ensure the 

Panto Pressure gauge in HTC showing pressure above 5.5 kg/cm2 and 

then press VCB trip switch.  Operate all Panto UP, operate TMOL 

(Control switch off position) switch and then operate VCB set switch.  

Ensure CR set otherwise comp. set proceed to destination. 

5) If still Panto not going up, then ensure Panto/VCB MCB is set in the 

driving cab. If trip, try to set then try as per item no 3 & 4.  If Panto 

magnet valve is not setting electrically then try to set manually.  If 

manual operation is not success (it indicates that Panto DN magnet valve 

is getting false feed) then disconnect “B” jumper behind IInd Motor coach 

(‘A’ Jumper in ICF) and try from both end cabs as per item no. 3 & 4.  

Defective side Pantos will not go up (In that case VCB set/trip Panto 

raising/lowering EP brake and indication continuity are not available 

beyond disconnection). Proceed to destination on Auto brake with due 

precautions. 

6) If Panto MCB trips again then operate HOBA to fault position in all Motor 

coach and try to set MCB.  If MCB holds then try as per item no. 3 & 4.   

If MCB does not hold then disconnect “B” jumper behind IInd M/CH and 

try manually or electrically from behind side (A jumper for ICF Rake). 

Keep defective side Panto down.  Proceed to destination on Auto brakes 

with due precautions. 

 

 

15. Normal coach light not working 

 

Action: 

1) Ensure light fuse phase and neutral (behind m/man seat) are in healthy 

condition in ICF. 

2) Press light set push button. 

3) Ensure light contactor is in latch position. If unlatch, try to latch (In L.T. 

Compartment behind M/man seat in ICF Rake). 
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4) Ensure light MCB is set in coach. 

5) If unsuccessful, inform to LPC/TSRT and proceed up to destination. 

 

16. Coach fan not working 

 

Action: 

1) Ensure fan fuse phase and neutral (Behind M/man seat) and fan I/II 

MCB (Behind M/man seat) are in normal condition. 

2) Press fan set push button. 

3) Ensure fan contactor is in latch position.  If unlatch, try to latch. 

4) If unsuccessful inform LPC/TSRT & proceed to destination. 

 

 

17. Neutral Section  
 

A. Neutral section Negotiation:- 
 

1. Before entering neutral section, ensure MR & BP pressure are normal 

and check for any fault indication. 

2. Attain suitable speed as per signal and section. 

3. At 500m warning board, be prepared to open VCB. 

4. Switch OFF master controller before 250m board. 

5. At 250m warning board, press VCB open Push Button. ( BL Switch in 

ICF rake ) 

6. All VCB trip indications will appear on indication panel along with all 

MCs trip indication.  OHE fail indication will also glow in Retrofit.  ( VCB 

OFF & all individual VCB OFF indication in ICF ) 

7. If OHE fail, VCB open and all MC fail indication does not appear on 

Indication panel even after pressing VCB Open Push Button, press Panto 

Lower Push Button / VCB trip BL key immediately. 

8. Be more attentive while passing N/Section and ensure that there is no 

unusual sound. 

9. At “MC Close board for EMU” for 9 Car or 12 car as the case may be, 

press VCB close Push Button for 5 sec.  (Note: VCB/PANTO isolation 

switches ie S1,S2,S3,S4 switches should be in OFF (Normal) condition in 

normal case when there is no coach isolation) 

10. Ensure OHE fail, VCB trip indication & all MC trip indications are 

extinguished on indication panel. ( VCB OFF & all individual VCB OFF 

indication in ICF ) 
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11. If VCB trip indications are not extinguished (Glowing), then reset TM 

O/L by putting control toggle switch to OFF and then set VCB.  ( Put 

control switch again back to ON for traction ) 

B.  Train held up in Neutral Section  

 
1. Ensure how many M/CHs have cleared the neutral section by checking 

their Pantographs visually. 

2. Build up MR & BP pressure by closing VCB & setting Compressors, if 

they are low, before dropping the Pantos.  ( keep constant watch on MR 

& BP pressure ) 

3. Then open VCB & Drop all Pantos by Panto down switch.  If Pantographs 

behind neutral section is not coming down, then drop that Pantograph 

manually from M/ch. 

4. Keep Panto/VCB isolation switch of N/section cleared motor coaches to 
Normal position.  Remaining VCB/ Panto isolation switches of other 

motor coaches behind the N/section to be put in isolation position. 
5. Now raise the pantograph and close VCB of cleared Motor coaches. 

6. Draw the train ahead up to VCB closing board for 12 car rake or 1st 

available PF as the case may be.  Put back the Panto / VCB isolation 
switches to normal and raise other pantographs and set their VCBs. 

7. Set TMOL of Motor coaches for not coming on Power or not closing the 

VCB after clearing the N/section. 

8. Work ahead normally. 

 

C.  Train held up before Neutral Section 

1. Charge MR & BP Pressure full. 

2. Put VCB OFF and then PANTO down.  

3. Keep VCB/ Panto isolation switches of rear most motor coach to Normal 

and other motor coaches VCB/ Panto isolation switches to ON (Isolation) 

position. 

4. Now prepare last motor coach by raising pantograph and closing its VCB 

by their respective switches.  

5. Draw the rake cautiously to clear atleast leading motor coach out of 

neutral section.   

6. Now again open VCB and down the Panto by its respective switches.  

Ensure that last Panto has come down. 

7. Made VCB/ Panto isolation switch of N/section cleared leading motor 

coach to Normal.  Remaining Motor coach VCB/ Panto isolation switches 

to be kept in isolation position.  
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8. Prepare the leading cleared motor coach by raising its pantograph and 

closing VCB.  

9. Pull the train ahead up to VCB close board for 12 car rake or 9 car rake 

or up to 1st available PF if just nearby and detention could be minimized.  

10. Keep all VCB/PANTO isolation switches to Normal.  Raise all 

pantographs and close the VCB. 

11. Set TMOL of Motor coaches for not coming on Power or not closing the 

VCB after clearing N/section. 

12. Work the train normal. 

NOTE: The Panto / VCB isolation switches for each motor coach are provided 

in D/Cab.  If it is kept in isolation position (DN), the command for PANTO UP & 

VCB ON from D/Cab will not go to that particular Motor coach. 


